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ying begins 
students plan 
a Bear victory 
By KIRSTEN MANGAN 
Assistant Verge editor 
The Top of Roe's saw a different type of party 
Thursday night. 
It  wasn't  a Roman party, and it wasn't  a Greek 
party. It was a pre-Super Bowl party, which 
organizers expected 300 to 400 people to attend 
before midnight.  
The fundraiser, sponsored by Eastern's Bowling 
Team, was dedicated to the Bears and to their suc­
cessful season, organizers said . 
And the general consensus was that most· of those 
attending were the 'real' bear fans. 
However , senior Gretchen Myers was an ex­
ception . 
Myers is a die-hard Pittsburgh Steelers fan ,  even 
though "Chicago is the closest in the direction of 
home . "  
A s  the Bears got closer t o  the Super Bowl, the 
Chris Scroggins takes advantage of catch some trout in the campus pond. 
·afternoon's warm weather to attempt to 
ents receive asbestos letters 
'onal letters have been distributed to 
Taylor Hall living in rooms where the 
containing asbestos are located . 
s, written by Housing Director Lou 
e sent to students living on the second , 
rth floors with room numbers ending 
ts, 16, 17 , 18, 29 and 30 on the north 
ms 50, 51, 64 , 65, 66, 67 , 78 and 79 on 
er, Hencken said the pipes in  their 
'tion present no harm to the student and 
dents not to tamper with the fiberglass 
Pudlo, whose room contains an elbow 
t although he read the letter, he believed 
in coming . 
is a potentially dangerous situation that 
ve known about , "  P.udlo said .  "Once 
ut it, they should have told us.' ' 
eed that the letters probably shQuld 
t out earlier. 
easy to second-guess and ask why it 
rlier," he said. 
" Looking back ,  we probably should have put it  
(the letter) out sooner. But, asbestos is a word a year 
ago nobody knew what it meant." 
Hencken said while the letters probably could have 
been mailed before the asbestos removal began 
during winter break they may not have been com­
pletely accurate because not enough was known 
about the problem. 
"We know more about asbestos today than we did 
Dec. 20, "  Hencken said .  "If I knew then what I 
know now, I ' d  have been able to put those letters out 
then. 
" I 'd rather wait a couple of weeks to put out 
something that is accurate, than put out something 
that is inaccurate just to get it  out in time . "  
Sophomore Janel Geroulis, whose room also 
contains an elbow pipe, said she was not ' 'really 
concerned. "  Geroulis had not yet read the letter, but 
said she had "glanced at it  in the bathroom. "  
Hencken said all the residence halls were given the 
letters. and that they should have been posted 
sometime between Jan .  16 and Jan. 20. Taylor Hall 
residents that have asbestos in  their rooms were the 
only ones to get letters in their mailboxes. Other 
(See STUDENTS, page SA) 
number of fans seemed to increase. 
Freshman Kim Smith said that earlier in the season 
she thought the Bears were OK, but they got 
"fantastic in the last few weeks, and some of them 
are cute, even . " 
Greg Hall,  a co-vice president of the team, has 
been a Bear's fan since he was five . 
" Ever since I could tell which helmets were the 
Bears, "  and which were the opposing team, Hall 
said.  
Several students who attended the pre-Super Bowl 
party said the Bears will be the number one team this 
year, no matter what the final score is Sunday. 
Rozelle headbands were the most popular Bears 
paraphernalia party-goers sported Thursday night . 
Hall said Thursday's party gave, " Bear's fans a 
chance to congregate and have a good time at a 
inexpensive price . ' '  
Police chief: 
8barowners 
face charges 
By JIM ALLEN 
City editor 
While 3 5  persons taken in the Jan. 17 bar raids will 
make court appearances Friday, related charges will 
be prepared for eight bar owners, police said. 
Arrests were made in nine of the 10 bars raided, 
but in one bar the only arrest was of a 19-year-old for 
possession of alcohol. 
· 
Police Chief Maurice Johnson said charges against 
owners will be limited to those with 18-year-olds in 
their establishments. 
Police said bar owners likely to face charges of 
admitting minors are: E.L . Kracker's, 1405 S. Fourth 
St.; Ike's Little Campus, Lincoln Avenue; Marty's, 
1666 S. Fourth St.; Mother's, 506 E .  Monroe St.; 
Page One Tavern ,  4 1 0  S .  Sixth St.; Panther Lounge, 
1421 S. Fourth St.;  Thirsty's, 504 E. Monroe St . ;  and 
Uptowner/Cellar ,  623 E. Monroe St. 
Johnson, who earlier said 39 were arrested, said 
Thursday only 35 were actually arrested, but four 
face two misdemeanor charges. They will be charged 
with both entering a bar as a minor and underaged 
possession of alcohol . 
City Attorney Tony Sunderman said the city will 
pursue $35 fines for the 35 scheduled to appear in  
Coles County Court at  9 a .m.  Friday. Penalties for 
bar owners have yet to be set, Sunderman said . 
Johnson also released Thursday a complete list of 
the 35 persons charged in the raids, which confirmed 
that at least 28 were Eastern students and all but eight 
were under 19. 
Charleston ordinance stipulates that persons aged 
19 and 20 can enter bars but not drink . 
Charleston Mayor Murray Choate-also the liquor 
commissioner-said last Friday he ordered the raids, 
but has declined commenting on whether he is  simply 
looking to deter high-school aged drinkers from 
flocking to Charleston.  
When ·Choate first called a meeting of the bar 
owners in December, he said keeping area high 
schoolers out of the bars was the goal of the 
crackdown . 
Bar owners'-who have spoken on condition· of 
anonymity-have said they have been in a quandry as 
to the purpose of the raids and two have said Choate 
does not return their calls . 
But, a student senate delegation emerged from a 
meeting with the mayor Wednesday and said they 
were told 19 and 20-year-olds should merely set down 
their drinks should police walk through the bar . . 
In reference to the student senators' conclusions 
on the crackdown, one bar owner said, " I ' m  
checking ID's ,  but I 'm also checking I Q's." 
I Series begins Monday usage, or enforcement? See page 7 .. A look at new college admission requirements 
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l\ssociated Press 
State/Nation/World 
Mammograms aren't fail-safe 
Urban League �laims Reagan is 
trying to r�in civi l  rights gains 
CHICAGO-Radiologists and the American Cancer 
Society unwittingly have created the impression that X-ray 
screening to detect breast cancer is · fail-safe, but 
malignancies often go undetected by such tests , doctors say.  
False negative rates on mammograms, breast X-rays to 
detect cancer, varied from 5 percent to 69 percent in recent 
studies, said the doctors, a radiologist and surgeon at the 
University of North Cai:olina at Chapel Hill'. 
In reviewing 48 "negative" mammograms of women later 
shown to have cancer, researchers found that one-third had 
cancers that were clearly visible in the X-rays. Another third 
had subtle or indirect signs a malignancy might be resent 
and the rest had no X-ray evidence of cancer, the doctors 
said.  
The comments of Dr. James F.  Newsome and Dr. Robert 
McLelland appeared in Friday's Journal of the American 
Medical Association. 
Senator wants to fight terrorism 
WASHINGTON-Sen. Alan J. Dixon, D-Ill . ,  on 
Thursday proposed that President Reagan try to convene an 
international meeting to develop a coordinated effort 
among allies against terrorism . 
Dixon, co-chairman of an informal organization of 
senators interested in terrorism-related issues, introduced a 
non-binding resolution in the Senate calling on Reagan to 
ini tiate such a meeting. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The National Urban 
League on Wednesday called the Reagan ad­
ministration "a Rambo-like destroyer of civii 
rights gains" and said its economic policies have 
left black Americans struggling to survive. 
The chasm between blacks and whites widened 
even more in 1985 , as most whites enjoyed 
economic recovery while blacks ''slipped further 
and further to the rear of the parade, "  league 
president John E� Jacob said in issuing the 
organization's 1 lth annual assessment of black 
America. 
"The signs of a nation moving toward a state 
of being permanently divided between the haves 
and the have-nots were plain to see over the past 
months, "  he said . 
Jacob noted that unemployment among whites 
was 5.9 percent at the end of last year, while 14.9 
percent of the nation's 27.9 million blacks were 
out of a job.  "If whites had such a high 
unemployment rate, it  would be called a 
depression,"  he said . 
Jacob was particularly harsh on the Justice 
Department's  efforts to revise a presidential 
executive order signed by Lyndon Johnson in 
1 965 which authorized the government to set 
numerical hiring goals and timetables for firms 
holding government contracts. 
" Black people today have jobs and op­
portunities they would not have had without the 
executive order, "  said Jacob. 
" I f  there is  any·single message we want to send 
the president today it is this: 'Hands 
firmative action. '  If the administration 
be a Rambo-like destroyer of civil rights 
should not pretend that its efforts are 
black citizens or that they reflect the col 
society we have yet to become. "  
Rambo i s  a muscular movie chara 
uses heavy-handed tactics to deal 
versaries . 
Economically, blacks are still reeling 
recession of 1981-82 while most whi 
recovered, Jacob said . 
• The report said median family in 
blacks in 1984, the most recent figure a 
was $15 ,432. In constant dollars, that 
less than in 1980 and almost $1,500 less 
1970, according to an economic sum 
David Swinton, director of public policy 
at Clark College. 
He said that in 1984 the median black 
had about 56 cents to spend for 
available to white families-two cents I 
in 1980 and almost six cents less than in I 
Bernard Anderson, a fellow at 
University's  Woodrow Wilson School o 
and International Affairs,  who. contri 
the league report, said, "There is so 
happening in the economy that apparent! 
it more difficult for black people to move 
It 's  sort of like Alice in Wonderland-y 
to run faster to stand still . '' 
In a statement accompanying the resolution, Dixon said 
nations opposed to terrorism have been pursuing "random, 
disorganized policies . . . that sometimes create discord among 
countries that should be united with a common purpose and 
a common goal." 
"It's impossible to coordinate an effective defense when 
nations respond to assasinations, bombings; kidnappings 
and hijackings on an incident-by-incident basis, " Dixon 
said . 
Asbestos ban proposed by EPA 
Convicted killer on trial again 
JOLIET, I ll.-Jury deliberations began Thursday in the 
trial of a 37-year-old ex-convict charged with murdering 
four women during a string of killings that terrorized Will 
County residents for months in 1 983. 
Defendant Mi lton Johnson, who is acting as his own 
attorney and waived his right to make a closing.argument, 
already has been convicted and - sentenced to ·death for the 
Ju ly 17 , 1983 ,  ki lling of Anthony Hackett. 
Johnson also was convicted of the rape and attempted 
murder of Hackett's girlfriend . 
That attack , which occurred on Interstate 5 5  in southern 
Will County , figured prominently in an investigation by 
law-enforcement authorities of 17 killings in the area bet­
ween late June and late August . 
After Johnson's arrest in March 1 984 and the charges 
lodged against him in the Hackett slaying, State's Attorney 
Edward Petka called Johnson a " prime suspect" in two 
mult iple slayings that left a total of nine people dead and 
two others wounded . 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The government 
moved Thursday for the first time td ban deadly 
asbestos, a widely-used substance that officials 
say causes up to 1 2,000 cancer cases annually in 
the United States. 
Under a two-phased attack, the En­
vironmental Protection Agency proposed an 
''immediate'' ban in five product categories , 
mostly in the construction area . Over the next 
decade, EPA said, it  wants to cleanse the en­
vironment of all products containing the known 
carcinogen. 
The decision, attacked by an industry group as 
"unwarranted, "  culminated more than six years 
of regulatory soul-searching within the govern­
ment and months of infighting between EPA and 
the Office of Management and Budget . 
EPA Administor Lee M .  Thomas said human 
health-not monetary cost-was EPA's 
foremost concern . 
Thomas said it would take about a year for the 
agency to complete public hearings and ad-
ministrative review of the proposed 
The ban, when fully implemented, will 
many as 1,900 deaths ft:om asbestos-rela 
cancer over the next 1 5  years , Thomas sa' 
"We are taking this action because 
significant and well-documented threat t 
that asbestos represents, " he told a n 
ference. "No level of exposure is without 
Thomas' agency already has a pro 
remove asbestos materials from the 
public schools .  
Rep . John Dingell ,  D-Mich. , chairm 
House Energy and Commerce oversi 
investigations subcommittee and a longti 
critic, called the action " long overdue." 
Because of a legally binding ste 
process for issuing government ru 
regulations, the ban actually wi l l  not ta 
instantly. 
The plan to remove asbestos from 
product areas probably will  be 
published next week in the Federal Regi 
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Break the· 
Pizza Habit 
at 
Sirloin Stockad 
-Sunday Night-Student Special-
F R £ E 
SALAD 
BARI 
(with Meal) 
$1.29 
Value 
Just Bring your E.1.U. 
Student l.D. 
open Daily 
�--------�--------�----
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ring cleaning 
ity employee cleans Ninth Street on Thursday afternoon. Some 
ts may be fooled by the warm weather and want to begin their spring 
· g earlier than usual, too. 
Coal Conversion plan 
'ahead of schedule' 
By LARRY KAHAN 
Staff writer 
Eastern's coal conversion project, 
scheduled to begin testing April 1 ,  is 
"well ahead of schedule," President 
Stanley.Rives said . 
Rives said he is "extremely" pleased 
with the progress of the conversion 
project , which i s  scheduled for test ing 
from April I-June 30. 
Verna Armstrong , vice president of 
administration and finance, said she 
was " rather certain" the testing 
project wi l l  start as scheduled on April  
1 and could be turned over to Eas�ern 
as early as in three weeks .  
The project, designed t o  convert 
Eastern's heating and cooling systems 
from gas to coa l ,  includes pollut ion 
control devices which should reduce 
Charleston's air pollution . 
Rives said Charleston residents can 
expect to benefit  from reduced air 
pollut ion as a result of the u niversity 
burn ing coal rather than gas at i ts heat 
plant . 
Consolidated Coal Company of Des 
P laines will  supply the coal for the 
test ing period at an approved bid of 
$4 1 . 50 per ton . Consolldated's coal is 
of a high sulf_µr content , which is 
needed to test the effectiveness of the 
coal-fired boilers . 
Rives said the university bids init ial ly 
on the sulfur content of the coal and at 
the end of the testing period will  be for 
a coal with a lower sulfur content. 
The Des Plaines-based Zeigler Coal 
Company wil l  supply Eastern with coal 
of a lower sulfur  content at $34.65 per 
ton when the testing period is com­
pleted . 
Armstrong said the advantagec; u! 
. the project are that the convcr�iun 
from gas to coal wil l have a H'J Y 
positive economic impact in lllinrn' 
because of the state's abundance of 
coa l .  
I n  addition ,  Armstrong said the 
conversion wi l l  provide Eastern with 
"flexib i l ity" it never had . 
"The project enabled Eastern to hire 
seve!J additional staff member�." 
Armstrong said. 
With the recent decrease in gas 
prices, Armstrong said it wi l l  be dif­
ficult to predict the effectiveness of the 
project . · 
" Coal is usually much cheaper than 
gas , "  Armstrong said . 
Armstrong said Eastern hopes to 
" break even" in  the immediate future. 
dent fee increase hangs over '87 budget 
Union Board's budget expands $20,000 from last year's·allotment 
Union Board's Fiscal Year 
get is approved, student fees 
e by $2 per semester, Union 
hairman Bill Clark said at 
y's board meeting . 
said the increase i s  $1 more 
year's $1  student fee increase. 
ition, Clark said this year's 
is $20,000 more than last 
e said the budget does not 
any major alterations in the 
of the Union's individual 
board members approve the 
it will be sent to Verna Arm-
vice president for ad­
tion and finance, for approval 
February. 
strong approves the budget , 
forward the budget to Eastern 
t Stanley Rives for final ac-
Clark explai ned that there i s  no lump 
sum for the entire Union budget,  but 
individual Union departments request 
certain amounts according to the past 
year's records.  
As the budget is bui lt ,  Clark said i t  i s  
reviewed and altered as i t  moves up the 
administrative structu re . 
The next budget meeting .i s 
scheduled for 3-5 p . m .  Wednesday in 
the Union Scharer Room . 
After consideration of the first part 
of the budget , Union Board members 
showed no opposition to what is 
essentially the same as last year's 
proposal .  However, Clark said the 
budget does include some cost in­
creases because of inflation and 
university policy . 
Some items increasing the budget are 
increased water rates and an 8 percent 
increase in staff salaries . One positive 
budget affect is a ·decrease in ut ilities 
k band plays local bar 
, searing, blistering rock 'n' 
on tap tonight at Page One 
406 Sixth St. . 
their brand of buzz-saw 
and throbbing bass to  
i s  Chicago-based Naked 
one of the hottest best new 
the English-American hard-
scene. 
Raygun, which has been 
for about five years, is 
doing it on its own after 
blished itself by opening for 
'onally acclaimed . hard-core 
the Ramones, Black Flag and 
Kennedy's. 
Raygun sold out the Metro in 
last Friday night, and their 
um-''Throb Throb''-has 
'bed as on par with the debut 
of The Clash, Sex Pistols , 
Banshees and the Smiths . 
Tickets for tonight's show are $4 .50 
and can be purchased at Mazuma 
Records and Video, the Record Swap 
in Champaign, or at the door. The 
concert is sponsored by Wave of 
Plague Productions, which is headed 
by Bob Buehler , a student at Lake 
Land College. 
Buehler said he formed Wave of 
Plague Productions in order to book 
bands that would give Eastern students 
an "alternative" when choosing their 
musical entertainment. He said 
tonight's show is dedicated to Dennis· 
Boone, the lead singer of the 
Minutemen who died in an automobile 
accident last. summer. "He was a 
friend of ll)ine," Buehler said. 
Opening for Naked Raygun are two 
u p- a n d- c o m i n g  E a s t e rn- b a s e d  
groups-Talismans Possessed, and 
Pope John & the Sex Probes. 
because of the conversion to coal . 
The following is a list of the Union's 
projected budget expenditures for FY 
'87 :  
•General Un.ion-$7 1 1 , 8 10 .  
Clark said this budget , which is a 
$4,000 increase from last year's budget 
and is the biggest request - in the 
proposed budget , includes electrical 
supplies , printing and postal charges . 
•Craft depot-$20,93 5 .  
Diann Gunn , from the Craft Depot , 
said although last fall's two sessions 
only earned $320 for the first and $200 
for the second, she hopes to bring in 
about $430 each session in FY '87 .  
•Union Graphics Shop-$ 1 ,600. 
Clark said this budget has a zero 
balance . He said the shop makes signs 
students usually see hanging around 
campus . 
•Subway-$350. 
The Subway,  which has limited 
operation, plans to open for about IO 
functions in FY '87 .  
•Parking-$ 1 3 ,550. 
•Club Car-$4,660. 
Clark said the Club Car , which is 
open 7 : 30 a . m . - 1  p . m .  during the 
week, has an operating deficit . Ted 
Hart , who spoke for the Club Car, said 
its busiest hours are between 9- 1 1 a.m . 
•Liquor Service-$3 ,400. 
Clark said the service makes a 
healthy contribution· to the Union after 
revenues are figured into the budget . 
Clark said the Union budget is 
formulated through participation of 
almost all of its management staff. 
In addition, Clark said past budgets 
and account history are the most 
important factors in computing the 
budget proposals , but each manager is 
expected to determine reasonable 
changes in their area of operation for 
the coming year . 
Cafferty t ickets on· sale 
By RICK LANSING 
Staff writer 
The Union Ticket Office has sold 
841 tickets for Friday's John 
Cafferty concert as of Wednesday, 
said Anita Craig, director of student 
activities .  
No ticket information was 
available. However, Craig said 
earlier this week that 3,000 tickets 
needed to be sold to break even. 
Seating capacity at Lantz is 5,200. 
Tickets are $6 for students and $8 
for the public and can be purchased 
'lt the door or from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Friday at the Union Ticket Office. 
Students must show their ID at 
. the door in order to prevent non­
students from getting in at the 
discount student price. 
The doors at Lantz Gym open at 7 
p.m. Friday, with Flash Kahan, the 
opening act , scheduled to take the 
stage at 8 p . m. 
The concert ,  sponsored by the 
University Board, is paying John 
Cafferty and the Beaver Brown 
Band $8,000 to perform, while 
Flash Kahan is being paid $1,000. 
John C afferty and the Beaver 
Brown Band's latest album , 
"Tough All Over," was released 
last year and has been successful. 
T h r e e  o f  t h e  a l b u m ' s  
songs-"Tough All Over," ''Small 
Town Girl" and "C-1-T-Y" have 
been the backbone of t.he album's 
popularity. 
The group is probably best known 
for the movie soundtrack album, 
"Eddie and the Cruisers." That 
album had tremendous success, 
eventually reaching platinum status. 
Opinion 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
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. Having home rule 
puts exces? power 
in City Hall's hands 
If someone clearly demonstrates that he 
has a habit of carelessly wasting other's 
money, would you lend him your credit 
card? 
That's exactly what Charleston voters will 
be doing if they approve the home rule 
referendum in March. 
Under home rule, Editorial Ch a r l est o n's c i ty 
council would have the 
power to create taxes which it cannot levy 
under its current form of government. 
The idea could be beneficial to the right 
city under the right circumstances. 
But, when considering past actions of the 
current city administration-and particularly 
of the mayor-it's clear that giving City Hall 
any more power than it absolutely has to 
have would be disastrous. 
Even as Mayor Murray Choate talks of 
"tightening our belts" to get out from under 
a projected $500,000 deficit, his actions 
say something else: Spend $8,500 in city 
funds for an unneeded bandshell and 
$4,000 more for personal office furniture. 
And don't tell anyone. 
Then there were the proposed taxes on 
motels and base telephone rates, both of 
which were aimed specifically at Eastern 
students. 
All of this has been done by the man who 
is now asking for an unchecked spree with 
your credit card. 
This administration has demonstrated that 
it cannot even be trusted spending taxes, 
let alone setting them. 
Instead of putting home rule on the March 
ballot, the council should put up a 
referendum for specific tax increases. 
Adding a specific tax increase to the ballot 
would give the city a chance to collect 
much-needed revenue and still give the 
voters some control. 
More importantly, though, such a move 
would stop the council from gaining any 
more of the power that it has already 
abused. 
Of course, "tax referendum" doesn't 
sound as nice as "home rule referendum" 
and may be tougher to sell to the voters. To 
pass it, Choate and the council would have 
to prove to Charleston that they can change 
their wasteful ways. 
Yourturn · 
Register to vote now 
for nearing election 
Editor: 
Even though the statewide primary election is 
still about two months away, it is time to consider 
voting in this election. Even though this election is 
just a primary, it is important because the can­
didates for ::?tatewide office and Congress and the 
state legislature will be determined at this time. 
I am not going to endorse one party or the other, 
rather I will tell you how to register or obtain an 
absentee ballot. If you wish to vote in Coles 
County and are not registered here, you must be 
registered 30 days before the election. The 
deadline for registration for the primary is Feb. 18. 
There will probably be registration drives in the 
next few weeks. If you are registered at home 
and want to vote absentee ballot, request an 
application for an absentee ballot from the county 
clerk's office in your home county. Also request 
either a Democratic or Republican ballot, 
depending on your pr:eference. 
Even though this is just a primary election. It is 
your right and responsibility to vote in this election. 
Please act now because Feb. 18 will be af 
before you know it. 
Jim Mueller 
Student senator 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters 
editor from any reader addressing issues re 
the campus community. 
The name and telephone number of at I 
author must be submitted with each letter 
editor. 
Only the first three names from letters c 
more than three authors will be published 
further specified. 
letters submitted without a name 
pseudonym) or without a telephone number 
means of verifying authorships will not be pu · 
Authorship of letters will be verified by t 
or by means otherwise specified by the aut 
to publication. 
letters should not exceed 250 words. 
which exceed the 250-word limit will be 
standards with author's permission. 
Eastern speaks: This w�ek's question was asked by Larry Smith, photos were taken by Larry Peterson. 
How would you ratethe media? 
Rodger Patience 
Freshman 
Pre-Archaeology 
"I think the media has 
been overrated. They 
have been drawing a lot 
of attention to them­
selves." 
Andrea Smith 
Sophomore 
Chemistry 
"Very biased. It usually 
doesn't project an 
objective point of view." 
Lisa Walik 
Senior 
Finance 
"I think they do 
good job of inf 
public. Nothing 
biased manner." 
John Dwyer 
Sophomore 
Pre-med 
"They're 
good as Gand 
dancing." 
uncil tallies 
ter hike vote 
ton's City Council will take its final vote 
the water rate hike proposal expected to 
rn an additional $300,000 annually. 
presently pays the city $4 1 9,000 annually 
and uses 30 percent of the city ' s  water 
Under the new proposal Eastern' s  rate will 
by 78 percent with other users seeing an 
of 42 percent . 
rate ordinance, if passed Friday, will go 
t in late February, Chris Bezruki ,  council 
assistant , said. 
erage $6.2 million from Build Illinois funds 
p the city's  water drainage and wastewater 
the city must come up with its own $4 
bare. . 
· 
erna Armstrong, Eastern ' s  vice president of 
and administration, said the water rate hike 
a bad time, since the 1 987 budget goes into 
July . 
rong said for the non-education related 
of Eastern's  bill , residence hall and student 
likely see an increase to pay for their share of 
bill 's increase. 
Friday, January_ 24, 1 986 
Bear fever 
One Triad resident has caught some of the 
Chicago Bear Super Bowl fever that has swept the 
campus. The stuffed bear displayed in his window 
_..._,.._..,.._,M_ �-- ..--�'Y-7:• ,;.: �'\t/" ,  · • .. ''\· -,; ; 
,.._.......,.,.,..,.. __ . ' �� _j-��-=- .. . ·• i, I/ . 
5A 
STEVE FENTON I Staff Photographer 
sports a version of' the headband quaterback Jim 
McMahon recently wore in the team's last playoff 
game. 
ajority of Eastern's  water bil l  comes under 
ropriated budgets . Eastern' s  Fiscal Year 
get has already passed through both of its 
g bodies without any additional funding for 
he Board of Governors and the Illinois 
f Highe'r Education have both approved 
s budget . 
Senate seat petitions still available-
budget will now, move to the General 
where last year it was cut overall by 
owners ,  meanwhile, will see their average 
bill jump from $22 . 1 0  to $32. 30-an in­
more than $ 1 50 annually . 
fficials have reasoned that Eastern currently 
75 percent of the cost of the water service, 
sing the difference between Eastern ' s  rate 
other users' rate increases . 
Petitions are still available for the six open Senate 
seats from the student government office . 
Senate Speaker Joe O'Mera said petitions must be 
returned by 5 p . m .  Monday. 
The open seats include three at large seats ,  one off­
campus and two residence hall seats . 
O 'Mera said 1 4  petitions have been taken , but only 
six have been returned . 
Seniors Ron Wesel,  Janice Horsman and freshman 
Stephanie Burkes resigned leaving the off-campus 
and Residence Hall seats open . 
¥E'S. · ' 
"�"'), .. " *("' l .l' �I '-..I ,,
Senior .John Durante resigned from his at large 
seat while O' Mera vacated his seat when elected 
speake� . The third seat became open when John 
Carmin was removed from senate. after holding the 
office illegally. 
Carmin was removed in late November after it was 
learned that he was not enrolled at Eastern for the 
fall semester . 
The seats will be filled at Wednesday's  senate 
meeting.  
f:�''-'-"9 
Gallo 
TABLE 
WINES 
1.5 liter· 
·LIQUORS 
Aristocrat 
VODKA&GIN 
429 1 lifer IMPoRTED . 
Schnapp le 
THE ORIGINAL 
GERMAN 
APPLE SCHNAPPS· 
750ML 499 
899 
Bartles & Jaymes 
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WITH THESE 
SUPER BOWL 
SPECIALS 
Mal ibu 
and 
Bacardi 
RUM 
750ML 5_99 
Almaden 
'-�''-'-'-� GOLDEN 
CHAMPAGNE 
750ml 
399 
Amorita 
AMARETT10 
750ML 399 
Walker's 
CANADIAN 
and 
Walker's 
TEN HIGH 
750Ml 449 
Smirnoff 
VODKA 
750Ml 499 
J&B 
SCOTCH 
750ML 
899 
Black 
Tower 
LIEBFRAUMILCH 
299· 
WINE COOLERS 19 
2 99 '"''"\l...,.....,..__ 
Andre 
CHAMPAGNES 
Extra Dry 750 ML 
4PACK 
MILWAIJJ(EE 
· 1851 
r 39 6PACK 
KEGS& '"°ff-c;'fl\O\" ICE COLD 
PONIES NORDIKWOLF In Stock At 
GATEWAY LIGHT 
6PACK 399 
MICH. -BUD-BUSCH NR'S 
MILLERS-MILLER LITE 
LOWEN BRAU-PABST 
OLD STYLE-OLD MIL 
COORS-COORS LIGHT 
Pink 
Cold Duck 
· I 99 
Stroh's Pounder 
Busch 9s• 
Old Style 7" 
otd Mil , .. 
Hamms 5••. 
Blatz 4•• 
Red, White & Blue 
. 7-Up 
and 
Diet 7-Up 
�Liters 99c 
1199 
4" 
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rijuana usage ' h igher ' 
stern 's use rate cl imbs over other school 's figures 
bas had 74· students come before the 
airs officer for drug offenses last 
which is substantially more than the 
students cited for the same offenses at 
University . 
·ch has almost twice as many students 
residence halls as Eastern, has had only 
for drug related offenses last semester . 
almost 8,000 students in residence halls , 
has only 4,470. 
Director Lou Hencken said this is  
use, "we enforce our laws more . "  
, Hencken also said h e  was ' 'surprised , ' '  
thought most universities had about the 
m with drugs . 
Jlso has more drug re!ated cases cited than 
·nois University. Western had 56 cases as 
week of December last year. More current 
Western were not available because of 
paperwork . ' '  
has 5 ,  147 students living i n  residence 
ore than Eastern . 
em, Judicial Affairs Officer Keith 
'd Thomas Hall residents have the largest 
drug related offenses . Thomas had 22 
st semester, almost one-t hird of t he 
drug related offenses on campus .  
Hall Counselor Steve Long said this  might · 
bing to do with the fact that Thomas has 
population of males of all the residence 
itt, a second year resident assistant at 
who is also on the judicial board , said , 
definitely more marij uana smoking going 
the past ."  
lso said he  had more cases arise last year 
past. He said he sometimes gets tips from 
ents on who is smoking marijuana, but 
· ust smells i t  from the hallway . 
said he bel ieves that " the penalty for drug 
should be sti ffer . "  He said for fi.rst and 
i:nses the student should be fined $50,  and 
third offense " they should be kicked off 
, DeWitt 's  views are different in cases of 
from within residence halls . He said if 
dealing from residence l)alls they should 
out of the universi ty .  Let them go make 
sel l ing i t  out on the streets . ' '  
ber ci ted i n  the j udicial affairs cases i s  not 
students have been convicted , but the 
t have been charged . 
can range anywhere from marij uana being 
a guest in a students '  room , to being 
a room where marijuana is being smoked, 
dent being caught with i t .  Students can 
charge at any .time. 
rn, the first marijuana offense is looked at 
·versity as "bad j udgement , "  Kohanzo 
student must meet with a counselor and is 
to $50 with the average charge being $25 . 
e "just shy of probation , ' '  he said . .  
second offense, students are fined $ 1 5  to 
ced on disciplinary probation . 
time a student is caught, a letter is sent to 
, he is kitked out of the hall and must go 
board for suspension c�arges . 
· Marijuana cases 
in Easter n ' s  residence hal ls  
from Aug.  1 5-Ja n. 1 5 , 1 986 
. . . . . .  23 
. . . . . . .  1 4  
. . . . . . . .  1 0  
. . . . . . . . . . .  3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . .  � . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  74 
If  at any time a student contests he was using 
marijuana, he goes to a hearing before one of the two 
student judicial boards .  There are North and South 
student judicial boards ,  one for each side of campus .  
If  the  student lives off campus , · or the  charges 
against him are very serious, such as a third time 
marij uana offense, or vandali sm against  the 
universi ty,  he must go before the. university Judicial 
Board , which consists of students and faculty . 
Kohanzo said he believes Easterns '  judicial system 
for drug offenses is fair and it deters the offender 
from repeating the offense, because so few of­
fender' s  are confronted more than once . 
"We don ' t  accept drug use, and students know 
that , "  said Kohanzo . 
But a local drug dealer ,  who spoke only on con­
dition that his name not be used , said Easterns'  
judicial system doesn ' t  deter people, " It just makes 
them go someplace else to do the drugs . ' '  
Last year , 1 3  students were suspended for 
marijuana u se and one person was expelled for 
possession of cocaine.  If students are caught with any 
amount of hard drugs , whether i t 's  cocaine, LSD or 
heroin,  the penalty i s  automatic expulsion and police 
are notified . 
Kohanzo said he thinks the us.e of cocaine by 
students is increasing by what he hears from his  
colleagues , but he, " Doesn ' t  get  many cocaine of­
fenders come before him . "  He blames this on the 
fact that cocaine use i s  hard to detect and, " i t ' s  hard 
to catch people with it . "  
Campus Police Chief Tom Larson said he has 
information that five people are dealing drugs out of 
their residence halls right now and said he is going to 
"try and make a case against them . "  
He usually gets this information from anonymous 
calls from people who live on the same floor of the . 
dealer . Larson said he tries to get the callers to file a 
written statement so that he can take action against 
the dealer; 
· " I f  I don ' t  have a statement I can ' t  do anything, "  
Larson said . " I f  the student doesn't  want to get 
involved then i t ' s  j ust hearsay evidence, which means 
that it won' t  hold up in court . "  
I f  the student makes a statement , Larson has 
probable cause and can get a search warrant. 
If the person was arrested for another offense, 
Larson may work a deal where if he works with the 
police and helps them get evidence against the dealer, 
the charges will be dropped, or they will get a lesser 
charge. However, this type of an arrangement can 
only happen with the approval of the states attorney 
and if it leads to getting the source. 
To do this,  Larson trys to get the offender. to go to 
the drug dealer and make a buy himself, or introduce 
one of his " friends , "  (an undercover police officer), 
who purchases the drugs . Then the sul>stance pur­
chased can be used as evidence against the dealer. 
Last year campus police made three arrests for 
marijuana and two were made for hard .drugs . 
Usually the Campus Police don ' t  get involved w i t h  
a marijuana offense if the amount is under one 
ounce. 
"We leave it up to the university and the judicial · 
board to administer the punishment, " Larson said , 
but Campus Police can get involved if they wish.  
But if  the drug offense involves , "hard drugs , "  
they are notified , can and usually d o  take action . 
Hencken said he believes the judicial systems'  
punishment is enough . 
" We're an educational system . We try to teach 
them that i t ' s  wrong , "  said Hencken . He added- that 
if the students do this in  the " real world , "  they're in 
a lot of trouble. "Our records disappear, the police 
records don't , "  Hencken said . 
Hencken also believes the use of drugs at Eastern 
has gone down . "Ten years ago it was a problem 
because it was a big experiment to everyone, now i t ' s  
not  anymore . "  
But while Hencken said h e  had n o  statistics t o  back 
i t up, the anonymous dealer believes use has gone .up.  
" The use of hallucinogenics , such as LSD, has 
gone down , but the use of pot and coke is increasing 
more every day . "  
H e  said every two weeks 1 5  t o  20 pounds of 
marij uana is brought on to campus by four different 
students he knows who go out of town to pick it up� 
Since an ounce of marijuana has a street value of 
about $ 1 00,  this means anywhere from $24,000 to 
$32,000 worth of marijuana is being brought on 
campus by students he knows . 
" This is only from people that I know, I ' m  sure 
that there is  a lot more coming in than this . ' '  
H e  also knows a student who goes to pick up two 
ounces of cocaine every week . An ounce of cocaine 
has a street value of about $ 1 , 800. 
The dealer said he sells about a half pound. of 
marijuana a week . On every half pound that he sells , 
he makes anywhere from $325 to $375 . 
He noted he doesn ' t  feel like a criminal . " It ' s  not 
like I ' m  out on the streets pushing it to kids , "  he 
said.  
The only reason he makes as much money as he 
· does is because he's "taking the risk of getting 
busted , "  he said . 
" Marijuana should not be i llegal , but cocaine 
definitely should . "  He said that although it 's  fun to 
do, i t ' s  also very addicting . 
" I  know people who are spending money on coke 
that they don't  have. They are getting far into debt . "  
Kohanzo warns students that they are, "playing 
. with fire , ' '  mentally and physically by using drugs . 
DEPRESSED r������� YOU SAY TH••rs •o CUTI• 
THAT CALLS YOU A -UTYI � REMEMBER • •• TO CALL YOU Tll•IR 0 .. 7 . 
. iiif9/L\'i 345-7777 349.7777 j '91lf.¥.f'...f..\f9 l PIZZA • SUBS ·· SPAGHETTI DELIVE�ED � 
345·1075 L--...�._,..�-..��� 
Send your special friend a classified ad ! 
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CAA retai ns physics management progra 
Council 'phases out' geography and earth science programs ; low enrollment blamed 
By BILL DENNIS 
Staff writer 
The C ouncil on Academic Affairs voted to keep 
the physics management option for physics majors, 
which Vice President for Academic Affairs Edgar 
Schick wanted to. eliminate in the . annual academic 
program review. 
The CAA voted to amend Schick's recom­
mendations to change the status of the physics 
management option from "Phase Out ," which could 
have eliminated the program, to "Status Quo," 
which requests that the program be left untouched, 
after Darren DiVriese, former C AA  member and a 
physics major enrolled under the option, made an 
�ppeal not to eliminate the program. 
The CAA voted to approve all of Schick ' s  other 
recommendations, which include the elimination of 
two other bachelor of science degrees now offered by 
Eastern . 
The bachelor's  degree program in geography was 
given "Phase Out" status in Schick' s  recom­
mendation because of low enrollment.  Also, the 
degree program in Earth Science was given " Phase 
Out" status,  because of a departmental realignment. 
Despite the CAA's recommendation, Schick may 
still recommend to the Board of Governors that the 
program be eliminated . 
DiVriese said the nearly nonexistant enrollment in 
the program was due to a lack of information about 
the option. 
"No one told me about it , "  DiVriese said. " It ' s  a 
fantastic program, but I had to read about it in the 
college catalog. It ' s  just not promoted enougi;l . "  
DeVriese said the managiement option for physics 
students costs the college nothing and requires no 
extra staff because all the courses will be offered even 
if  the option is phased out .  
However, DeVriese i s  the only student currrently 
enrolled under the option, which was why Schick said 
he wished to eliminate the option .  
" I t  seems not t o  make much sense t o  keep i t  o n  the 
books when there is no enrollement, " Schick said. 
He said for the four years he had data on enrollment 
in lthe option, · there have been only four students 
enrolled, two of whom graduated in 1 985 . 
"It's time to say enough is enough," Schick said. 
"That's the rationale," for wishing to eliminate the 
program. 
Even though there is currently no student demand 
for the option now, the school should keep the 
program because the high business demand for these 
types of MBA's might change students ' interest . 
CAA members said they saw nothing wrong with 
keeping a program with low enrollments if there is no 
cost to the college. 
"I really don ' t  see anything wrong with keeping 
the program on the books when it costs the univesity 
nothing, " said CAA member Alan Aulabaugh. 
"Student interest (in a course) can change. If they 
do, it would be a devil getting it  going again. " 
DiVriese said the option allows students to take the 
courses needed to fit into a Master's  of Business 
Administration degree right after completing a 
bachelor's degree. 
Schick said master' s degree programs are geared 
for people with completed work experience. 
DiVriese countered by saying only 5 percent of 
students who graduate with a bachelor ' s  degree with 
the intent of pursuing a master's degree ever do so.  
Although their is currently a glut of MBA's ,  
"there are very few MBA's with a _ physics 
background, "  _DiVriese said.  " Businesses are 
screaming for MBA's with techincal backgrounds . "  
DiVriese said his advisor, physics instructor 
William Butler, told him he wanted to keep the 
program. . 1 
However, Schick said no one in the department 
defended the option when he sought information on 
it .  
CAA member Kandy Baumgardner said she was 
concerned that there was little publicity about the 
option. 
" It seems to -me a contradiction that Dr. Butler is 
interested in the program, but the department 
doesn't  publicize it , "  Baumgardner said.  " I f  the 
students don' t  know about it, something's  wrong . " 
Although students could still take the courses 
under the option after it is eliminated, DiVriese said 
it would take five years to complete both the regular 
physics degree requirements and the courses urider 
Ne ws plans open house 
By MICHELLE MUELLER 
Activities editor 
Gov. James Thompson recently 
proclaimed Jan. 19 through 25 
Freedom of the Campus Student 
Press Week . 
" I  am enormously pleased that 
Governor Thompson has not only 
recognized the importance of the 
First Amendment on the campus, 
but has been a leader in that 
recognition," said David Reed, 
coordinator of Student Publications 
and chairman of the College Media 
Adviser's Press Law Committee . 
A letter was sent a few weeks ago 
to Thompson asking h!m to 
proclaim Jan. 19 through 25 
Freedom of the Campus Student 
Press Day, said Nancy Yamin, 1 985-
86 Warbler editor. 
Thompson responded with an 
official proclamation on Jan. 1 7 .  
To observe the week, - Student 
Publications will sponsor an open 
house from 3 to 5 p . m .  Friday in 
both the Eastern News and the 
Warbler offices, both located in 
Buzzard Building . 
Staff editors will be on hand "to 
explain what their job is as an editor 
and how that relates and affects 
other students , "  said Lisa Green, 
associate news editor at the News. 
The open house is an important 
opportunity for students to see first­
hand why the News "operates in the 
manner that we do, "  Green added. 
She said many students do not 
understand certain newspaper 
policies , such as how the page four 
e�itorials are do_pe. 
4 THE NAIL SALON � / sculptured procelain nails ---=f , manicures (men & women} 
WELCOMES STUDENTS! 
1. ' ' L r - - - - · c tp- n -save , - - - -:- ,  
the option, which include marketing, - ma 
accounting and some economics courses. 
DiVriese will still be able to graduate 
option even if it is eliminated, which p 
Chairman Sue Stoner, ' Schick and oth 
members to praise DiVriese for his "al 
reasons for defending the option before the 
Eastern reviews its undergraduate prog 
year and recommends to the BOG what sta 
should be given. 
Most programs were given one of two 
Quo" ratings , which means no major ch 
expected and an average increase in funding · 
because of normal enrollment growth.  
The program status categories range fr 
pand , "  which recognizes future enrollment 
and a need for additional funds, to "Ph 
where students will no longer be enroll 
program and funding is cut .  
The CAA, along with the  Council on 
Education, the Council on Graduate Studies 
Council of Deans, review the reconimen 
any modifications can be made before they 
to the BOG for final approval .  
The CAA will not meet next week due to 
agenda items.  
. St udents ----
residence halls have letters 
bathrooms . 
" It ' s  our experience that it is more effecti 
them than to put them in boxes , "  Henc 
"When we put them in the boxes, people 
don 't  read them or one roommate wil l  thr 
before the other sees it . "  
. Hencken said asbestos will be removed 
remaining rooms of Taylor Hall during spri 
, which i s  the last week in March, when a 
removal will be done. 
Hencken said he didn ' t  believe s tudents 
the asbestos as a problem . 
" I f  we tell people exact ly what it i s  and 
have nothing to worry about ,  there should 
problem , "  Hencken said . 
REAL CHEESE, REAL -
Sou� CReAM, �AL FRESH 
veueTA&Le!>,, -Re,oct.. f=tu?Stf 
100% G�ou�o BEEF, REAL I GiOOP. 
0 
Repair, Replac.e 
Beinf orce your 
natural nails . 
Tips & Solar Nails 
also available . · 
West Park Plaza 
(next to Hairbenders) 
I f I 1 Coupon or one 1 
! .FREE ! WHAT'S COOKIN' 
345-4268 
I s I 
I I cu ptured Nail :. 
I Exp . Feb . 16,  1986 I 
. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _J :  
7th & Madison 
345-7427 
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neric ' bar boasts 
-fri l ls '  look,  prices 
In addition, everything will be served 
in plain, white, plastic cups along with 
erardini may have the most "generic munchies, " he said . 
m in town, and he's  proud "What I 'd  like to see is peopre out 
the existing section of 
Co. ,  509 E .  Van Buren St. , 
plans to open Saturday a 
' bar with a no-frills look and 
rices . 
ted kind of a spoof on the 
cept of generics, and it will 
Gherardini said . "You're not 
r the frills on the walls , the 
t fixtures . . . It'll have its 
phere which I hope'll be a 
. .  
eric section will look out at 
t from a room with walls 
gs painted white with flat 
eric back room will make for 
contrast when compared to 
t room and its high-gloss, 
y look with antique fixtures 
'ng a bar built at the turn of 
ry. 
ind the bland generic bar , a 
inless-s teel square embraces 
rs without the typical beer 
three to four nights a week instead of 
just once a week when there's  a 
bargain-I think it' s going to be a 
bargain at any price. ' '  
Gherardini said the "generic" 'idea 
was born after several customers told 
him "the other (existing) room is too 
nice to party in . "  
Standing i n  the nearly completed 
generic section, he said ' 'The other 
room is more for qui.et conversation .  
In here, though, the drafts are cheaper, 
the wines are cheaper , there's no 
waitresses-it's  plain and simple . "  
The music will b e  different ,  a s  well,  
he said . A second juke box will  be 
installed with pop hits from the 1 950s 
on through the current favorites, he 
said . 
After about a year of renovating the 
building , you have to ask what' s  next 
for "Friends? "  
I n  response, Gherardini showed off 
a dank , brick room with a 20-foot 
ceiling , which he promised to tran­
sform into a "Swiss ski lodge" at­
mosphere with a " huge fireplace big 
have its own atmosphere, enough for yoµ to roll in a 4-foot long 
hope' I I  be a lot of fun , "  Jog . " 
i said . " People ask me how I get my ideas , 
fun" always seems to be  a key - and I j ust don't know , "  he said 
the newest bar owner in the standing in an undeveloped section of 
speaks of business ventures the bar. 
of entertaining himself as well In the immediate future, though,  
tele: "My goal for the whole Gherardini said he is looking to 
a t  i t ' s  going to be fun,  it ' s  got complete a kitchen next and later a 
" small ballroom . Along with the ski­
ide, he ·said he can only hope lodge room, he said he · hopes to 
s w ith the generic room: complete his menagerie of tavern 
e wi ll tell how people accept rooms by the start of the fall semester .  
the generic section will offer 
drinks ,  their prices will be 
said. 
ini said he can drop the 
rices , because he won 't need 
The end result ,  he said,  is to 
hopefully have a bar for everyone in 
the community at any given time . " I  
want people t o  be able t o  walk i n  and 
pick a room. I think i t ' s  just how you ' l l  
feel that night . "  , , 
Students__Jfrom page 1 f 't& residence halls have letters posted in lobbies and bathrooms. 
" It's  our experience that it is more 
effective to post them than to put them 
in boxes, "  Hencken said.  " When we 
put them in the boxes, people 
sometimes don't read them or one 
roommate will throw it out before the 
other sees it. ' '  
Hencken said asbestos will be 
removed from the remaining rooms of 
Taylor Hall during spring break. 
. The asbestos informational team 
plane: to meet Thursday to discuss 
where further removal will take place. 
PITCHERS 
�I 1;1 .75 1 -4 PM 
2 .00 4-8 PM ! . POOL TOURNAMENT 
SAT 1 :00 
Earn a penny' th rou gh 
· The Daily Eastern News 
·c lassifieds! 
B U R G E R S  
C H OCOLATE S  A N D  J E LLI ES 
fftLlalfr�Eltcf ftf..l\ll. 
BUT IF YOU GOT TIME 
TO FOLLOW TH I S  RHYM E 
YO U S HO U LD BE AWARE 
MY DOUGH BECOMES AIR 
WHEN YOU DINE 
AT ONE OF MY DELIS! JIMMY JOHN'S 
GOU RM ET SU BS 
''WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA'' 
545· 107 5 
in the addition, merely a 
. The "generic" draft beers, 
pie, will be 50 cents for the 
nds served in the existing 
said . 
------EIE!l!E--E!fc h a.mH_sa&IE�--
� University Village Shoe Store f C 
We Deliver 
7777 345-7777 
TWO DAYS LEFT! 
PENNY CLEARANCE SALEI I 
OPEN :  
Mon - Fri 1 0 - 5 :30 
Sat. 1 0  - 5 :00 
* Choos• from a stor•wid• s•l•ction * 
l3uy any pai r  of shoes pay top dol lar  and g�t 
the second pair of equal va lue or less for 
No credit cards, cash and check only 
No layaways * All So les Final 
JUST 
1 OAI January 24, 1 986 Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely et  581 -281 2. A 
wlll appear In the next edition. Unless not 
cannot be responsible for en Incorrect ed after 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
aServic.es Offered 1 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ! 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, I 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-6331 . 
________ 1 /00 ' 
Typing-word processing 
service: resumes, term 
papers, etc . Call  " M y  
Secretary" 345-1 1 50 . 
_________ 1 /24 
GUITAR LESSONS NOW 
O F F E R E D .  B E G I N -
N I N G - M A Y B E  I N -
TERMEDIATE-LErS TALK . .  
FOLK AND POP STYLES. 
TOM-58 1 -5775 . 
________ 1 /24 
Professional Ball Room 
Dance Instructor. Call Coups at 
58 1 -3556. 
_________ 1 /24 
Christain Woman in Heritage 
Woods (Mark Twain School 
Dist . )  available to provide 
excellent day care for working 
mothers. Call 345-7 1 60 .  
_________ 1 /30 
Rides/Riders : 
Girl needs ride to Woodfield 
vicinity. Can leave Thursday 
30th after 5 p .m.  Cheryl 348-
5494. 
________ 1 /28 
ft Roommates 
SU BLEASER N E E D E D .  
Large house Y. block from 
campus. $ 1 1 5 . 00 mo. plus 
utilities. Call 345- 1 368 or 
348-7504. 
________ 1 /29 
Rommate Needed. New. 2 
bedroom apartment. Y. block 
from Buzzard. OWN ROOM! 
345- 1 3 1 7 . 
_________ 1 /24 
Subleaser needed, 1 00-
month , modem apt, close to 
campus, low utilities. Call 345-
9253 or 345-2 777 .  
_________ 211 7 
For Rent 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
NEEDED NOW, $ 7 5 ,  NICE 
HOUSE , OWN ROOM , CALL 
JULIE 345- 1 482. 
________ 1 /2 4  
2 Bedroom apartment for 
rent lease. Deposit no pets . 
345-9606. 
________ 1 /24 
ti For Rent 
S U M M E R  AND F A L L  
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE · 
NOW. Several good locations. 
Phone 345-7 7  46. 
------,---1 /00 
Married Housing·cramp your 
style? Apartment for rent. Giant 
bedroom, large living room, full 
kithcen and bath. Heat.cable, 
and garbage paid. $245. 
month 1 block west of square. 
Call Damian. 348-8857 .  
______ c-MWF 1 /29 
S u m m e r  S u b l e ase r( s )  
needed for nice, one bedroom 
apartment located one block 
from campus, on 7th Street. 
Call 345- 1 694. 
.,-,--....,.------,----,--·2/3 Modern two bedroom 
apartment. Rent payed through 
January. Low utilities, quiet 
neighbors. Call for information. 
. 20 1 0 1 1 th .  345-5792.  
_________ 1 /2 7  
Summer and fal l ,  2 bedroom 
furnished. Heritage Woods 
location . Wil l be newly 
redecorated; 4 people. Year 
lease. 348- 7 746.  
1 /00 -F=u
-
R�N
-l�S�H=ED
_
H
_
o-=-u
-
S
-
E
-
TWO 
S E PARATE B E DR O O M S ,  
TWO MALE ROOMMATES 
REQUESTED ,  C LOSE TO 
· CAMPUS, $ 1 40 per person 
per month . RON TARVIN 2 1 7-
345-3 1 00 ,  TOM MALAY 2 1 7-
348-87 2 9 .  
1 /24 ----=p�1N=E=T=R=EE=--=A�P=T-. 7SU�B�L,..,,EASE 
AVAIL. NOW. CALL 348-
7629 . 
-:-:--....,.----,---�1 /30 3 bedroom house, close to 
campus, has 2 rooms open for 
2 girls. Prefer upperlevel 
students or grads. Ph 345-
3232 days. 
-::----:----:---:-- �1 /00 3 bedroom house for ' 3 
students avai lable s pring 
semester 1 block to campus. 
R ENTAL SERVICES 345-
3 1 00. 
-=----,-- ---- 1 /28 Rooms for girls . .  Large nice 
home 1 Y. blocks from campus, 
summer & '86-'87 school year. 
348- 1 654 after 4 .  
----,---,------1 /29 1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
available now. Phone 348-
7746.  
________ 1 /00 
FURNISHED THREE ROOM 
APARTMENT. NEED MAN TO 
SHARE APARTMENT. 345-
4846. 
_________ 1 /3 1  
ti For Rent 
For Rent: 3Br house, 9 1 2 
Division, Charleston, partially 
furnished, has large kitchen,  
large backyard. Avail. Fall 86,  
Females only. 948-53 1 8, after 
5 p. m .  
________ 1 /24 
��----F_o_r S_a_le 
FOR SALE : 1 00 watt 
Yamaha Amp with 4 x 1 2  
speakers Best offer. Call Jim 
348- 1 072.  
________ 1 /24 
Canon AP300 Electronic 
Typewriter. Four daisy print­
weels and Suppl ies inclulded. 
Like new cond. Sacrifice 
$350.00. 345·I988 1 After 5 
p . m .  
________ 1 /24 
. Commodore 64 computer & 
printer. Asking $500 or best 
offer. Call 235-6286 after 
5 : 30.  
-----,-----1 /24 WATERBED-King with 6 
drawer pedestal. Wave control 
mattress. $540 value. Best 
reasonable offer. Dirk 5653. 
________ 1 /24 
E LECTRIC PORTABLE 
TYPEWRITER.  AS GOOD AS 
NEW. ERASER KEY. $ 145.  · 
CALL 58 1 -2329.  
--.,..------ - --1 /24 J .V . C .  I NTEGRATED AM­
PLIFER,  INEXPENSIVE . 345-
9503 · AFTER NOON KEEP 
TRYING. 
________ 1 /2 7  
Traynor 8 0  watt Bass Amp, 
Mint condition , $ 1 00. SHURE 
SM 5 7  Mic,  $50.  348- 5 5 2 7 .  
________1 /24 
29 Gal . Aquarium-complete 
set up ,  $ 1 1 5 . 0 0  neg . ;  1 5  Gal . 
aquarium-complete with fish , 
$ 7 5 . 00 .  Ph.  345-2404. 
-----,-----1 /24 NEW MICRO-USE TEXT 
BOOK FOR OAP 2 1 7 5 .  COST 
$ 2 8 .  YOURS FOR $20.  CALL 
DEBBIE 345-7 1 68 .  
1 I 2 7 
S a n s u i  1 O O W  A M / F M  
0 Lost/Found l 
LOST: Brown check book. 
Please return if found. More 
impartant to me than you.  348-
8434, Mark. 
-=----::----,----,-1 124 LOST: Boys skateboard. 
Green markings · & wheels. 
Lantz Deck. Reward. no 
questions asked. 345- 7395. 
_________ 1 /24 
JULIE BERGESON! Pick up 
your l . D. at the Daily Eastern 
News. 
________ 1 /24 
MIKE NORTH! Please pick 
up your Eastern l . D .  at the 
Daily Eastern News. 
________ 1 /24 
BRENDA JACKSON !  Pick up 
your l . D. at the Daily Eastern 
News. 
-:-=-----:---:--:---:-- 1  /24 LOST: Levi jacket near 
B u z z a r d . I M P O R T A N T  
PLEASE CALL-348- 1 580 . 
-:o----:-- --:::-:---1 /25 Found in Coleman Hal l ,  
Ladies watch & cigarette case. 
Identify to claim at the Daily 
Eastern News. 
_________ 1 /2 7  
LOST: GOLD ARMITRON 
WATCH- IF FOUND CALL 
APRIL 348-8676.  
1 /2 7  -=Bl:-u-e....,,." E=-A.,..,S:::T:::E:::R:-:-N:--:1.,.-,LL�INOIS 
SOCCcR" Jacket. Last seen at 
Romans. 
-,-�---,.--,---,-,--1 /28 LOST- A set of . keys with a 
soccer ball holder- Dellweed 
indoor soccer St: Louis. Call 
348-593 7 .  
-=-----,---1 /28 Found a set of keys in the 
union. Call 5 8 1 -2852 . 
.....,,,--....,.------....,,1 /28 Found : six keys on a Smurf 
key chain .  Identify at the Daily 
Eastern News. · 
-----,-....,.----1 /28 Found : in Coleman Hall- 1 
blue hairbrush, claim at Eastern 
News. 
-----.,----- 1 /28 Lost: Set of keys- 2 keys on 
a red key chain- Turn in at the 
Daily Eastern News. 
________ 1 /28 receiver $ 1 1 0 . DUAL changer 
with Shure cartridge $60.  
Both , $ 1 50.  345-2945 after 
5 ·  
1 12 9  ·<)·. A nn0Wlcr m rn1s  
0 
J Lost/Found 
LOST: Large dark blue coat. 
Call 5573.  
________ 1 /24 
G O V E R N M E N T  J O B S . 
$ 1 6 , 040 - $59, 230 yr. Now 
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 
Ext. R-999 7 ,  · for current 
federal list. 
______ c/W, F2/ 1 4 
<J A nn0Wlcr m r m s1 <) 
AMA is running a raffle for a 
trip for two to Daytona 
Beach/Spring Break. Help 
Suppart AMA by purchasing a 
raffle ticket from a AMA ·member. If any AMA member 
needs more tickets call J . R .  at 
345-7 1 43 .  
_1 /22 , 2 4 , 2 7 , 2 9 , 3 1 , 2/3, 5 , 7  
P regnant? Need H e l p? 
Birthrigtl! care��- Free __ testing. 
"348-8""55 1  Mon. -Thurs. 9 :00 
a. m . - 5 : 00 p.m. Fri . 9 : 00 a. m.-
1 2 : 00 p.m. 
______ c-MWF2/ 1 0  
Don't miss the fun at the 
Craft Depat! Register now for 
Spring Craft Workshops! Come 
in or call 58 1 -36 1 8  . 
______ 1 /2 4 , 2 9 , 3 1  
Riviera Tan Spa. Friday and 
Saturday special $4.00. 6 
super beds with face tanner 
and cassette stereo. 235-
00 1 2 .  
_______ RFc- 1 /3 1 
H A P P Y  B I R T H D A Y  
BOUQUET! ! only $ 1 8 . 50.  The 
perfect way to show you 
remembered. Noble's Flower 
Shop. Across from the Post 
Office. 345- 7007 . 
________ 1 /2 7  
RECREATIONAL BONES AT 
ROC'S SATURDAY! 
------�- 1 /24 
SPRING BREAK 86 Ft. 
Lauderdale 1 86 ,  Daytona 1 1 9 . 
For info call Phil 345-4054. 
________ 1 /24 
Marty's jerseys are 'in !  Get 
yours while they last. $5 .  
________ 1 /24 
Loving,  childless, young 
couple interested in adopting 
an infant. If you know of 
ANYONE considering placing a 
child for adoption , please cal l 
COLLECT 3 0 9 - 6 9 9 - 6 3 3 7  
after  4 :  ? O P .  M .  Pr ivacy 
respected. : 
---�----- 1 /2 7  
I f  you st� I want t o  join the 
A m e r c a n •  M a r k e t i n g  
Association ,  come to the 1 st 
speaker meeting on Tue. Jan 
28 in the Charleston-Mattoon 
Rm.  at 7 : 00p.m.  Final Dues 
will be collected that night after 
the speaker meeting.  
-----..,.-----1 /28 NAKED RAYGON-Tomorr· 
ow at PAGE ONE. Doors open 
at 8 : 30 .  Free Beer until 9: 1 5  
plus 2 opeining acts . $ 4 . 50.  
-�------- 1 /2 4  
Recreational Bones at Roe's 
Saturday. 
--�------ 1 /24 
Tropical Tanning: S 
tan for $3.55,  20 1  Ri 
East, Mattoon .  234-7 1 4 1 .  
________ 1 
M . U . D . D . ster's: 
tions on going· into I-week! 
love you! The Actives. 
THE LADIES OF 
SIGMA TAU ARE L 
FORWARD TO SOLVING 
"CLUE MYSTERY" WITH 
MEN OF SIGMA NU. 
TEKES: The wee 
finally here! Sounds like 
reason for a 4 o'clock 
look forward to seeing 
From, The DELTA ZETAS. 
Happy 2 1  st Birthday 
No one could ask for a 
roommate. This will be a 
thday you won't forget 
love you & live it up! 
Diddle & Pineapple. 
The Men of Sigma Nu 
ready to go hunting for 
tonight with the Ladies of 
Sigma Tau . 
SIG KAPS HAVE A 
WEEKEND! 
C A T H Y  
Congratulations 
O P R Y L A N D ' s  S U M  
COMPANY ! You're the 
PAL! ! Love, Bean . 
SIGMA NU WILL HA 
G E N E R A L  F R A T E R  
MEETING SUNDAY J A  
26 at 8 : 30 p . rri. EXEC 
COUNCIL WILL MEET 
p . m .  IN THE -ORE 
ROOM. 
Ever  been to a 
burning part Y? Come 
GHETTO tonight for the 
party of the month . 
J U L I E  B R O O M ,  
Congratulations on 
selected Co-Chair of 
sing. We're proud of you! 
Your Alpha Garn Sisters. 
, ALPH PHIS!  HAVE A 
WEEKEND! SHOW 
SPIRIT S ATURDAY AT 
B . B .  GAM E .  
AMA 4 o'clock club 
Jan . 24 at Jerry's Pub ( 
Caesar's ) .  AMA memb 
· for free! ! !  
-official Notices Offlclal Notices are paid for through the Office d University Relations. Questions concerning notlc11 should be directed to that office-. 
Summer Flnanclel 
Aid Appllcetlon 
Summer 1 986 Financial Aid 
Applications are now available 
on the second floor, East 
Win g ,  Student Serv ices 
Building . A l l  application files 
(including the EIU application 
and a financial need analysis) 
must be. complete in  our office 
no later than April 2 5 ,  1 986. 
John Flynn ,  Dir .  · 
Financial Aid 
All Students 
If you are attending any class 
(on campus) in  which your 
name does not appear on the 
official tenth-day roster, im­
m e d i a t e l y  c o n ta c t  t h e  
Registration Office to resolve 
the problem. FAILURE TO DO 
SO COULD RESULT IN LOSS 
OF CREDIT. 
Michael Taylor 
Dir. , Registration 
MenN Scholershlp 
Applications are now 
available for the Mensa 
Scholarship. Applicants do not 
have to be Mensan to qualify. 
You need only be enrolled, for 
the year following the award, in 
a degree program in an ac­
credited American institution of 
past-secondary education. To 
be eligible: ( 1 )  complete 
apl>iication correctly, (2)  use 
criteria .� the application to 
write an essay of up to 550 
words describing the career, 
vocational or academic goal 
toward which the scholarship 
will be used. Deadline for 
applying is March 1 ,  1 986.  
John Flynn 
Director 
ABWA Scholarship 
Appl icat ions are now 
available in the Financial Aid 
Office, Second Floor, East 
Wing of Student Services 
Building, for the Mattoon 
Charter Chapte r of the 
American Business Women's 
Association Scholarship .  
Deadline for returning com­
pleted applications is March 3,  
1 986. 
John Flynn, Dir 
Financial Aid 
88-87 Flnenclel 
Aid 
In order to apply for financial 
aid to be awarded for 86-87 
through the Office of Financial 
Aid, you must: 
1 . Submit the EIU aid ap­
plication along with copies of 
your and your parents' federal 
income tax returns for 1 985.  
See the aid application for 
complete rules. 
2. Complete an "Application 
for Federal Student Aid ."  
THERE IS NO PROCESSING 
CHARGE. As a result of filing 
this form , you will receive a 
"Student Aid Report ."  ALL 
copies of the Student Aid 
Report must be filed with the 
- Office of Financial Aid to 
complete your aid application 
file. Students applying for any 
type of Financial Aid, IN­
C L U D I N G  I L L I N O I S  
GUARANTEED LOAN, must 
file for a PELL GRANT and 
have the Student Aid Report 
from PELL on file in the 
Financial Aid Office. 
Appl ication forms are 
available on the upper floor, 
East Wing, Student Services 
Building. II is imperative they 
be submitted as soon as 
passible. To be certain of 
consideration for EIU aid ,  your 
appl ication file must be 
COMPLETE by April 1 5 , 
1 986. 
John Flynn, Dir. 
Financial Aid • 
Swiss Benevolent 
Scholars hip 
The Office of Financial Aid 
has received an information 
sheet concerning a scholar-
s h i p  f r o m  t h e  S w i s s  
Benevolent Society of 
Chicago. Some of the criterion 
are: must either be a Swiss 
national or of proven Swiss 
descent; must reside in Illinois, 
I n d i a n a ,  M i c h i g a n  o r  
Wisconsin; must b e  full-time. 
. .  � , , , , , ,. , ,. �  . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  . 
Other requirements can be 
obtained in the Office of 
Financial Aid concerning this 
scholarship and how to apply. 
Deadline for application is 
March 3 ,  1 986 . 
John Flynn ,  Dir. 
Financial Aid 
Credit/No Credit 
List 
The credit/no credit l ist for 
the current term is now posted 
on the bulletin board outside 
Room 1 22 in Old Main .  
Students who have elected 
credit/no credit option may 
wish to verify that their 
requests are included on the 
list. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Serv. 
Student Teechlng 
Fell 1 988 
Elementary, junior high, and 
special education majors who 
are planning to student teach 
Fall Semester 1 986 should 
come to Room 2 23A, Buzzard 
Education Building Monday, 
January 27 or Tuesday, 
January 28 to reserve an 
assignment. Office hours 
during this time will be from 
9 : 00 a.m. to 1 2 :00 p.m.  and 
1 :00 p.m.  to 3:00 p.m. 
Please notify the Student 
Teaching Office If you applied 
for Fall Semester 1 986 but do 
not intend to student teach this 
semeste r .  Fall  Semester 
appl icat ions ver if ied o r  
received after t h e  above dates 
will be assigned only if 
locations remain available after 
those who have confirmed 
t h e i r  a s s i g n m e n t s a r e  
assigned . Reminder: you must 
be admitted to the Teacher 
Education Program before 
student teaching. Teacher 
Education meetings will be 
held on February 3 at 4 : 00 
p . m .  and February 4 at 1 1  :00 
a .m.  in  Buzzard Auditorium. 
( C hicago area stu dent  
teachers should not attend the 
meetings listed above. A 
separate notice will announce 
. the locations for the Chicago 
meetings. )  
Francis Summers, Chair 
Student Teaching Dept. 
Attention A & S 
Majors 
Arts and Sciences majors 
planning to enroll in upper 
division business courses for 
Summer and/or Fall 1 986 must 
first place themselves on a 
priority list by completing an 
application form in Old Main 
202 no later than February 1 4, 
1 986. Minors in Business 
Administration must also do 
this. 
Paul Kirby, Assoc. Dean 
College of A & S 
Admission to 
Teacher Educe 
Students entering 
preparation programs 
meet in the Buzzard E 
A u d i tor i u m  on 
February 3, at 4:00 
Tuesday, February 4, 
a. m . ,  in order .lo c 
formal application 
College of Educa · 
A d m i s s i o n  to T 
Education.  The nex1 
per iod w i l l  be 
Semester, 1 986. 
Francis Sum 
Student Teac · 
Constitution Examl 
The Constitution 
will be given in the 
and evening on 
February 1 986 in !ht 
Ballroom. Register in 
Testing Services, 208 
Services Building; 
EIU ID and ,  if you are 
the exam, $2.00 for 
The registration d 
this exam is Thu 
January. 
If you fail this e 
you may repeat It 
times as necessary 
however, the exam 
be given only on 
dates. 
Friday 's. 
· Classified ads Report errors Immediately at 581 ·281 2. A correct ad wll l  eppeer In the next edition. Uni... notified, we cennot be reaponalble for en Incorrect ed efter It• first Insertion. Deedllne 2 p.m. previous dey. 1 1 A 
<J A nnouncements · BLOOM COUNTY 
---------------------
by Berke Breathed 
..... �--������--� 
_____ 1 /2 4  
notable N A K E D  
fans: R.E. M . ,  Billy 
e Rolling Stones, 
Maker, the Dead 
. . .  "If these people 
fans their worth 
. FRIDAY , PAGE 
.60. 
1 /24 
PARTY J i m m y  
cruise beach 
y night 9 :00p. m .  
h and bring l . D . 's .  
s, Mattoon. 
.__ ___ 1 /24 
Nke helping people? 
A L P H  P H I  
,National service 
. For more info call 
581 -3332 or Kathy 
8. 
.....,..,:----:::-- 1 /24 80 watt Bass Amp, 
. .  $ 1 00. SHURE 
' $50.  348-55 2 7 .  
,,......--::-- -:-1 /2 4 .  S!Jring ! Spring Basket 
overflowing with 
hts! only $9. 95 
y's Breath! and Re­
el! Noble's Flower 
700 7 .  
1 / 2 7  �B-=-R
-
EA
_
K
_
8
_
6
_
. Ft . 
1 86 .  Daytona 1 1 9 . 
Phil 345-4054. 
1 /2 4  
�Tl=:O::-:N-:-:A-:-L-:::Bc:::Oc:-N=Es AT 
T. 
!=--=:--:-:--:-::1 /2 4 : The Men of Sigma 
interested men too 
with the Ladies of 
Tau- 8 p. m . - at 
For Rides and Info. 
75 or 34 5-466 1 . 
>:---:,.......,---..,--,-- 1  I 2 4 Andy- Lets Rock 
this weekend . I ' m  
PARTY ! !  Chris. 
1 /2 4  
�P:--::LE=-=o-=G:-::E:-::S-: - G e t  
and b e  ready for 
The Actives. 
,,,,--.,-----::-,- 1 /2 4 ANK YOU ! !  But 
t you owe me a 
Downtown , J u s t  
Love. Chris . 
�--;-:----..,,- 1 124 
son .  How ' bout a 
at Ike's? Maybe 
. Love. your 1 Quasi 
Attention AMA Members: 
Anyone who is still interested 
in going to St. Louis on Friday -
Feb. 2 8 ,  please trun in your 
money by Friday Jan .  24 to Dr. 
Weller's office 320 Coleman 
Hal l .  Make a check out to AMA 
for $ 2 2  for the trip cost. Any 
Questions call Mary Alm at 
345- 1 2 1 8  on Tuesday & 
Thursday afternoons . 
________ 1 /24 
Happy 2 1 st k risty. Don't 
party too hard, but then again 
don't not party either. Love­
Laurie, Judy, Sue, Debbie, 
Staci ,  Traci, Malissa. Sharon. 
--=--------1 /24 CLUE PARTY TONIGHT 
WITH SIGMA NU AND THE 
LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA 
TAU· 8 p .m. -AT R EFLEC­
TIONS-FOR RIDES AND INFO. 
CALL 5 8 1 -5075 or 345· 
466 1 . 
--�----- 1 /2 4  
After Concert Special ! !  Use 
your ticket stub and get in for 
FREE to TED'S and Dance to 
'The STAND".  Rock-and-Roll 
from Decatur. 
________ 1 /2 4  
FMA Members. . Schedule 
for Caterpillar speakers is 
posted on FMA bu l letin board, 
third floor Blair. 
________ 1 /2 7  
. 'MEMBERS OF OMEGA : 
There will  be a meeting at 5 : 30 
p . m . on Thursday , January 30, 
i n  the Greenup Room . ALL 
MEMBERS PLEASE ATTEND. 
________ 1 /2 9  
Marty's Jerseys are i n !  Get 
yours while they last . $ 5 .  
________ 1 /2 4  
NAKED RAYGUN-"Singer 
Jeff puts Fred Astaire to 
shame . :  . . .  M aximum R & R .  
________ 1 /24 
S I G M A  S I G M A  S I G M A :  
We're ready for graffiti i n  the 
Subway tonight.  The Men of 
Sigma N u .  
________ 1 /2 3  
Last Friday they sold o u t  in  
· 
Chicago. This Friday they play 
Charleston at a small club for 
half the price it  cost up north . 
Come See NAKED RAYGUN .  \ 
________ 1 /2 4  
T h i n k  S p r i n g- M o t h e r ' s  
jerseys are here ! Get yours for 
the trip South-$5.  
________ 1 /2 4  
Recreational Bones A t  Roe's 
Saturday. 
________ 1 /2 4  
Anti-Violence 
Volu nteers 
C e n t e r  - f o r  N o n · v i o l e n c e  
Education seeking lull-time staff. 
Lodging, $ 1 50/mo. .  & health 
coverage. Public interest research 
and publishing ori aggression, 
developing courses on non· 
violence and operating National 
Coalition on Television Violence 
(TV, films, war toys, sports, etc. ) .  
Next t o  University o f  Illinois. One 
year commitment with $1 000 
separation stipend. Student loans 
d e f e ra b l e .  2 1 7 · 3 8 4 · 1 9 2 0 .  
Resume to Thomas Radecki, M .  o . . 
Box 2 1 5 7 ,  Champaign IL 6 1 820. 
mpus cllps 
I Omea will have a Rush 4 o'clock club Fri . Jan. 24.  
ll1d info call M ichelle 3332 or Kathy 348-07 49. APO 
a rush service project Sat. Jan. 25 at 3 p . m .  All 
actives please meet by the Union Bookstore. 
Campus Fellowship will have an international 
. 24 at 6:30 p.m.  at 204 West Grant, apt. 5. You can 
each other better, talk to people you don't see often, 
who know Jesus, have German snacks. Bring 
or two. Call 348-0622 if you plan on coming. 
for Advancement of. Menegement will have a bake 
, January 24 in Coleman all , NW stairwell,  from 9 a.m. 
g is gone. 
· 
are published daily, free of charge, as a public 
the campus. C lips should be submitted to The Daily 
office by noon on� business day before date to be 
(or date of event) . Information should include event, 
ring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
). date, time and place of event, plus aoy other 
ormation. Name and phone number of submitter must 
. Clips containing conflicting or confusing information 
run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips will be 
apace available. Clips submitted after noon of deadline 
be guaranteed publication. Clips will be run one day 
event. No clips wil l  be taken by phone. 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Small  'change' 
can turn into 
good money 
: SIGH . .  � 
ru.Ger 
with a Dai ly Eastern News 
classified ad! 
{ 
.. , 
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Wrestlers face toughest f ield 
of year at SWMO I nvitat ional  
Cocky __ 
rushing plays_:an average of 1 .4 yards a carry. 
•They held the Giants and Rams without 
down on 1 7  of 29 possessions, allowing those 
inside the Bears' 20 twice. 
•The defense has allowed just two conversi 
26 third down attempts (7 . 7 percent) . Opp 
needed an average of 8. 7 yards on third down. 
By MIKE NELSON 
Staff writer 
Eastern's wrestlers will go head-to-head with 
possibly the strongest competition the Panthers have 
faced all season in this weekend' s  Southwest 
Miss,auri Invitational . 
"This is an extremely good tournament, there will 
be a lot of competition in all the weight classes , ' '  said 
Eastern coach Ralph McCausland. 
Eastern will use this tournament to warm-up for 
the qualifying meets for nationals at the end of the 
season, according to McCausland. 
"We need to get the guys' sights set for the 
qualifying tourney, "  McCausland said.  
Other schools contending for the title at Southwest 
Missouri will be Northern Iowa, Nebraska-Omaha, 
Central State-Oklahoma, Indiana State, Nebraska 
and several other Missouri schools . 
"This is a tough tournament, "  McCausland said. 
schools haven't  been there. We j ust need to come 
through in key matches. "  
Eastern will use the same wrestlers that started in 
its Wednesday victory over Southwest Missouri . 
In that dual meet Eastern defeated the Bears 28- 1 5 .  
Craig Sterr will start at 1 1 8 pounds, Loren Garrett 
( 1 26), Dean Souder ( 1 34), Paul Cysewski ( 1 42), Keith 
Presley ( 1 50) ,  Chris McFarland ( 1 58),  Ozzie Porter 
( 1 67),  Marty Molina ( 1 77), Rob Kelly ( 1 90) and 
Demetrius Harper in the heavyweight class . 
"This meet will give the guys some idea of what the 
qualifying tournament for nationals wiJI be like, " 
said McCausland. 
Eastern is 7-0 in dual meets, and hope to continue 
their winning ways by bringing home the first-place 
trophy from the tourney. 
Eastern is also looking to Chris McFarland and 
Ozzie Porter to be top contenders for individual 
championships in the invitational . 
Anybody still think the Bears are overconti 
As Otis Wilson once said, it ' s  not bragging if y 
do it . And the Bears have done the game of � 
better than anybody this season. 
"We've done a great job of taking care of b 
week in and week out ,"  said Hampton. "We 
over-estimate or under-estimate anybody. l 
anytime you do that you're selling yourself sh 
are a team that deserves to be there (Super Bow 
The final step to making nationwide believ 
take place Sunday at 4 p.m.  
" I  think we are the best team in football by 
1 5- 1 , "  Frazier states. "Now it's a matter of 
everyone around the country that 1 5- 1  was no 
"New England is more of a Cinderella tea 
the three playoff games against tough oppo 
th road. We're going to take that glass slipper 
"We've done well in the past, but some of these from Cinderella on Sunday. ' '  
-
WANT TD 
BE .THIN! WE'LL HELP YOU WIN THAT PICHT •wolTH GOURMET SUBS 
RTH EVERY BITE! JIMMY .IOHll"S cou-n SUBS 
'WE •ING -mM TO YA .. 
!45·1075 
M ake m oney for Spring 
Break' through the 
classifieds ! 
SOLVE THE MYSTERY WITH 
THE MEN OF SIGMA NU AND 
THE LADIES· OF ALPHA SIGMA TA 
� TONIGHT 8:00 at the 6� i\)<y Dynasty Inn (Reflections) 
G\) For Rides and Information Call � 581-5075, 345-4661 or 348-8793 t',.. �N � THE FUTURE BEGINS NOW 
THE ITALIAN BAKERY & SPAGH ETTI HOUSE 
PIZZA P I E 
1 00% REAL M OZZARELLA • MADE FROM SCRATC H 
BAKED FRESH 
348-7777 345-7777 
/ 
I "TO YA IN A FLASH " I 
TOP IT OFF 
Pepperon i • 
Country Sausage 
Italian Sausage 
Ham 
Anchovy? Sure !  
Green Peppers 
Onions 
Black Ol ives 
Green Olives 
Mushrooms 
Each Goodie 
THE BA KERS PRIDE 
IT'S GREEN PEPPERS ,  ONION , 
MUSHROOMS, PEPPERONI & SAUSAG 
1 O " 60¢ 1 2 " 70¢ 1 4 " 80¢ 
· - 1  O "  
. 6. 9 0  
1 2 " 
7. 80 
1 4 " 
9. 1 0  
WE DELIVER ANYTHING FROM OUR MENU 
REMEMBER OUR Y2 GALLON SPAGHETII SPECIAL $2 .99  IT FEEDS FOUR! 
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tern set for AMCU pr�view i n  home ·meet 
's men's track team wi l l  get a 
of what some of the 
ion of Mid-Cont inent  'es' competition wi l l  be  like as 
rivals Western Il l inois and 
Missouri at I p .m.  Saturday 
Fieldhouse. 
University and Northeast 
will also bring teams to make 
·ety of competition for the 
as they come off a season-
s to Southeast Missouri last 
will give us a chance to find 
ttle about our conference 
• n," coach Neil Moore said. 
n finished second last year 
don't have any major in­
they should- be in the top 
year . "  
y's meet will mark the debut 
aton,  middle distance runner, 
er brother of Panther 
Jim Maton .  Phil  tran­
om Illinois College and will 
g the 1000-yard and the two-
running what we think is the 
two-m ile relay team we can 
track right now, " ass is tant 
m Akers said. 
of Fred Neal, 
J im and Phi l  
r m i d d l e  dis tance runner, 
nso n ,  wil l  s i t  out this week 
poss ib le  s t ress fracture. " The 
also s t i l l  wi thout weight man 
, who i s  recovering from k nee 
and spri n ter Roy E l l i s .  
r s  Rodney Ferguson aod Ian 
e also quest ionable for the 
10 colds .  
ces , "  Akers said. " Last 
made some mental errors that 
be corrected. l think we're 
some PR's (personal 
"We also need to find somebody 
besides (Jim) Maton to give us a good 
solid mile performance ; meaning sub-
4 :20 .  Our two-milers also need to get 
on track this weekend, "  Akers added . 
Women Purdue bound 
Eastern 's  women's  track team will 
take the momentum of last week ' s  wins 
over Indiana State and Southeast 
Missouri to the Saturday' s  Purdue 
Invitational . 
Competition will be tight for the 
Panthers with several top Midwest 
teams including I l linois State and some 
Big Ten teams expected to be present . 
"With Purdue alone you kno\\'.. i t ' s  
going to be a very competi tive meet , "  
coach John Craft said . 
"After last weekend I think we' re in 
a good posi tion to go over and see how 
well  we can do. Everyone's  confidence 
is up , "  Craft added . 
This will be the first in a long string 
of invitational meets during the indoor 
season for the women, and Craft 
believes this level of competi tion is 
better for the team in the long run. 
" I  think we'll have some good 
performances , "  Craft said. " I'm a 
firm believer that unless you get into 
good competi t ion you don't get good 
performances. 
A fter sweeping all three relays last 
week the Panthers will go s trong in the 
1 600-meter relay this week at Purdue. 
Eastern will run Beverly Thomas , 
T racy Olawumi ,  Lauren L ynch and 
Lorrai ne Plut z .  Plut z was named 
Ga teway Conference player of the 
week thi s week after wi n n i n g  the 440-
yard , placing third in the 60-yard anc;I 
run n i n g  on the winning 4x220 and mile 
relay teams last week. 
Olawumi , Thomas , Lynch and 
middle distance runner Janine Jarris  
also come off of outstanding in­
dividual performances last week going 
i n to Saturday's meet. 
STEVE DEKALA I Staff Photographer 
Eastern's Dan Matas hurls the shot put in last Saturday' s track meet in Lantz 
Fieldhouse . The Panthers host a meet at 1 p .  m .  Saturday. 
kers ready to splash into busy weekend 
weekend of swimming j.s ahead for 
tankers as the men's  team hosts Bradley on 
travels to Missouri-Rolla Saturday. The 
team travels to Northern Illinois also on 
' s  squad is coming off a Jan . 1 8  victory 
arper and Vincennes Junior Colleges . 
lost to Bradley earlier this season at the 
Invitational , and Eastern coach Ray 
expects Bradley to win Friday's meet . 
only having 1 0  swimmers on its roster, 
Ids a teams of quality swimmers, Padovan 
ve a little more depth than they (Bradley) 
ey have a notably stronger team than we 
van said. 
said Missouri-Rolla also has a par­
strong team, which has a few good freestyle 
swimmers and several excellent stroke (butterfly, 
breaststroke, backstroke) swimmers . 
" Some of there stroke people are just fantastic , "  
Padovan said .  
Missouri-Rolla has won meets this  season against 
teams that are on Eastern's  scedule , including 
Southwest -Missouri ,  a premier team in Eastern's  
conference. 
Padovan expects his team to have some good 
events in the meet. including Tim Schnittker and 
Tom McKenna in the breaststroke events . 
The Midwest Championship meet is six weeks 
away, but Pad�)Van said the team has been pointing 
toward it all season . 
Since Padovan feels placing high in the Midwest 
Championship is more important than winning every 
meet during the season, he said he hasn't  altered the 
practice sessions to allow the swimmers more rest for 
the regular season meets . 
Also, since the men ' s  team still doesn't have a 
regular backstroker, senior Steve Dempsey has been 
working on the stroke with hopes that the team will 
at least place in that event in  the Midwest Cham­
pionship . 
" He (Dempsey) knew we would have to do 
something about that event ,  so he started working on 
backstroke even though it isn' t  his main stroke, "  
Padovan said . " He's  just one o f  those people with 
natural speed . ' '  
Whlie his assiastant coaches are taking the men' s  
team to Missouri-Rolla Saturday, Padovan will take 
the women's team to Northern . 
The women lost to Northern earlier in the season at 
the Wheaton Invitational, and Padovan said the 
Huskies have a "very competitive team. "  
Padovan said the women swam a mediocre meet 
last weekend at Harper, and he doesn't  expect the 
women to "roll over and play dead" in Saturday's  
meet.  
e accusation ends wi ld .week for Bears' McMahon 
(AP)-Having 
gued with his own team over 
e, played Pied Piper on 
Street and mooned a 
, Jim McMahon found 
in trouble Thursday for 
, he didn't  do-insult New 
omen. 
, at least, he apparently was 
tvictim. 
k before Sunday' s  Super 
een the Chicago Bears and 
England Patriots became a 
to McMahon. The irreverent 
quarterback was the · subject 
' '  
You people think I'm 
crazy. I think I 'm normal 
because I don't give a damn. 
- Jim McMahon 
Quarterback 
Chicago Bears 
�������� ' '  
of a broadcast report-quoting him as . 
calling New Orleans women "sluts . "  
But the retraction didn't  halt an anti­
McMahon demonstration outside the 
Bears' hotel , bomb threats to his hotel 
switchboard and some threatening 
phone calls that got through to Mc­
Mahon' s  room. 
Had it been the only incident in­
volving McMahon, it would have been 
sensation enough in Super Bowl week, · 
which is usually no more than a series 
of staged media events . 
But it came following three days in 
which McMahon, whose rebellious 
personality had already made him a 
lightning rod for attention: 
•Upbraided his team's  management 
for refusing to allow an acupuncturist 
to fly here to treat his bruised buttocks .  
The Bears relented, the acupuncturist 
, flew in Wednesqay, and McMahon 
/ said he felt 100 percent better after three treatments. 
•Led an impromptu parade Wed­
nesday night down Bourbon Street in 
the city's famed French Quarter 
"You · people may think I'm crazy, " 
he said at one point. "I think I'm 
normal because I don't give a damn. "  
• • •  · .. ... .  - .. • • • • • .. ... .. • 
.. .. . . . . ... .. .. . .. . . . .  a. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .... . 
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Panthers eye rebo u nd i n  Val paraiso contes 
Crusaders hope Eastern down 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
No, the season isn't over . One game 
does not make a season at this point . 
Those were the first words out of 
Eastern coach Rick Samuels ' mouth 
following the Panthers '  1 1 2-89 
AMCU-8 loss to Cleveland State 
Wednesday in Lantz Gym-and with 
good reason. 
The Panthers ,  1 2-5 overall and 4- 1 in 
the AMCU, head back into conference 
action at 7 : 30 p .m.  Saturday in Lantz 
Gym against Valparaiso. 
Although Valparaiso enters the 
contest with a lackluster 4- 1 2  record 
and an 0-4 AMCU mark , Crusader 
coach Tom Smith is crossing his fingers 
that Eastern won' t  be fully recovered 
from the Cleveland State thrashing . 
" I ' m  sure that they expect to beat 
us , "  Smith said . " I  would imagine his 
(Samuels) biggest problem will be 
getting them ready to play. " 
Valparaiso, picked to finish last in 
the pre-season conference poll , is a 
youth-oriented team that starts three 
freshmen,  one sophomore and a 
senior. 
"We've been the type of team so far 
that has played just well enough to s'tay 
close, "  Smith said . "We're having 
problems learning how to win . "  
With that i n  mind what then does 
Smith , an outspoken opponent of the 
45-second shot clock,  hope to ac­
complish in his trip to Lantz Gym? 
"I hope to shoot the lights out of the 
damn 45-second clock , "  Smith said . 
" It ' s  caused more trouble for coaches 
like me who are against it because 
we' re not sure how to adjust our 
coaching to i t .  
"Two years ago I would have said 
the heck with this , and I ' ll pull it out 
into a four-corners (stall) and make 
you come out of that zone. ' '  
Eastern, meanwhile, will look to 
seniors Jon Collins, Kevin Duckworth 
and Doug Crook to carry the bulk of 
its load. 
Collins leads the team in scoring at 
20.4 points per game. The All­
American candidate netted a career­
high 33 points against Cleveland State. 
" Jon had a great effort , "  Samuels 
said . "He tried to get us back in it . "  
Duckworth ,  averaging 1 7  . 9  points 
and 9.0 rebounds per game, has come 
alive in the AMCU season. The 7-
footer is averaging 22 .2 points in 
league games , while shooting .681 
from the field . 
Crook rounds out the list of Pan­
thers scoring in double figures with a 
1 3  . 1  points-per-game average .  
Both Duckworth and Crook worked 
at summer basketball camps at 
Valparaiso .  
' ' I  know both Kevin and Doug very 
well , they're both fine players , "  Smith 
said . 
Sophomore Norm Evans will start at 
point guard and freshman Mike West 
is  expected to get the nod at forward 
for Eastern. 
Evans leads the Panthers in both 
steals (40) and assists (60) , while West 
is  Eastern ' s  third-leading rebounder 
with 62 boards .  
Valparaiso is paced by sophomore 
forward Harry Bell , who averages 1 2 . 3  
points and 7 .0  rebounds per game. 
Reserve Scott Anselm,  usually the 
first player off the Crusaders ' bench , 
adds a 10 .2  points-per-game average 
and leads the team with 3 1  steals . 
Senior center Jim Steuve chips in 9 .2  
points and 6 .9 rebounds per contest , 
but gives away" five inches in heigth to 
Duckworth . 
Prior to the defeat, Eastern had won 
nine straight g�mes at home and 1 9  of 
its last 2 1  in  Lantz Gym . 
� ·v� 
·-"" ' JV -· 
PAUL KLATT I Staff Pho 
Eastern forward Jon Collins fires up two of his career-high 33 points 
Wednesday's loss to Cleveland State: The Panthers return to action at 7 :  
Saturday in Lantz Gym against Valparaiso. 
Student missing classes to watch Super Bowl passes 
By DARIN BLAIR 
Staff writer 
A trip to the Super Bowl is put in the same 
category as winning the lottery by most Americans . 
The chances of doing either are between slim and 
none . 
For at least one .Eastern student, the opportunity 
to see the biggest game in football will occur this 
weekend . 
Glenn Davis ,  a junior j ournalism major, will leave 
Charleston this weekend for New Orleans , where 
he' l l  wit ness the 20t h anniversary of the Super Bowl .  
Davis  fi rst learned of the  opportuni ty  two weeks 
ago just before the Bears played the Rams for the 
N FC championship .  _ 
"The phone rang and woke me up, " Davis said . 
" I t  was my dad , and he said ' I f  you want to got to 
t he Super Bowl I need to  know now . '  I couldn't  
bel  icve i t . "  
Originally hailing from . Champaign, the Davis 
·�· · & 
r •.•.I.I"\ 
family now resides in Chicago where Glenn' s  father opt1m1sm towards the outcome of 
is news director for WGN. He is  also a member of the showdown.  
UPI advisory board . " Hopefully, I ' l l  be able to partake in a 
When teams have a season like the Bears did this celebration party for the Bears , "  Davis said. 
year , the amount of fans seems to double nearly As for a prediction Davis gave this : "The 
every day. But Davis is not one to jump on the may score one touchdown . And maybe, ma 
bandwagon. field goal . I think the Bears will win .27- 10 .  l 
" I 've been a Bear's  fan all my life, " he said. " I  shutout wouldn' t  surprise me a bit . "  
was a Bear' s  fan through the lean years when nobody The Chicago j inx appears t o  be the on 
was a Bear's fan . "  standing in the Bears way of winning Sun 
Davis said he felt the addition of William "The Bears haven ' t  won an NFL championship 
Refrigerator" Perry had a lot to do with the team 's  years and of course, everyone knows a 
success th i s  season.  " H e  (Perry) made the team a lot  Cubbies and the Bulls. 
more relaxed . Davis said he plans to fly back to C 
" When the Bears play now, you can tell they 're sometime Monday . 
having fun .  Perry helped the team realize t hat " I 've talked to my teachers and t hey've 
football is still just a game. "  understandil1g . Hopefully , I ' l l only have to 
Besides Perry, Davis lists Jim McMahon, Walter day of classes , "  he said . 
Payton, Mike Singletary, Wilbur Marshall and Gary One day of classes sounds like a reaso 
Fencik among his favorite players .  He also expressed change for this once in a lifetime opportunity 
. 4' · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ······ ··· 
Financial Management Association 
f LET CAESAR'S PUT 
5 SLICE IN YOUR LIFE Informational Meeting 
7 p.m. Wednesday 29th 
in Union Effingham Room 
All members & interested individuals please attend 
Topics 
• Semester Schedule 
• Pickup Directories 
, 
• St. Louis Trip 
• FMA Honorary Society 
Schedule of Caterpillar speakers is posted on 3rd Floor Blair 
i LARGE 1 INGREDIENT 
5 .PIZZA & 
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ars set to 
p down . 
Patriots 
ORLEANS (AP)-The 
e word for this Super Bowl i s  
e. " New England hasn ' t  got a 
hing the Chicago Bears do 
e Patriots will be unable to 
. Everything the Patriots did to 
far ,  the Bears will stuff in their 
first thing to consider is that , 
n conversations with players on 
ms, the Bears are absolutely 
they'll win; the Patriots are 
e from pretty sure to hopeful  
in .  
ars  of this Super Bowl are l ike 
land Raiders who played the 
here-supremely confident to 
t of arrogance and determined 
a good time as well as a good 
Patriots of t h i s  Super Bowl are 
e Phi ladelphia Eagles who 
the last one here-hesitant ,  
ted , studious and outmanned . 
tangib les make it look even 
for New England . 
Patriots '  primary weapon in the 
s was turnovers , a whopping 1 6  
tions and fumble recoveries 
the New York Jets, Los 
Raiders and Miami Dolphins . 
Bears make no such mistakes . 
they didn't  during the playoffs 
the New York Giants and Los 
Rams . Their only turnover in 
es,  on a punt by the Rams, 
cost them a thing. 
Eason , New England ' s  
ack ,  has never faced the kind 
ure Chicago' s  defense can 
. At least not since he faced it 
tember. One pass ,  a 90-yard 
or a touchdown ,  saved the 
from a shutout.  
tablish any kind of consistent 
, New England will have to run 
down Chicago' s  throat. That ' s  
Morris and the  Giants had to 
got 32 yards rushing . That ' s  
'c Dickerson and the Rams had 
ey got 86 yards rushing. Why 
Craig James and the Patriots do 
ter against the NFL' s  best 
against the rush? 
finished the season ranked 
the American Conference and 
the league in passing-behind 
tables as Warren Moon, Bernie 
Dieter Brock and Steve DeBerg . 
clear that this year, anyway, his 
· n't carry New England that 
Chicago 27 , New 
,Fr iday , January 24 , 1 986 
The sports staff ' s  pred ict ions . • • 
Da n Verd u n  
Jeff Long 
Sports editor 
Change the name to Super Blowout . Any team against the 
Bears ' defense is a mismatch.  New England may be t he team 
of destiny, but their road stops at the '46' defense. Chicago 
proves the Super Bowl Shuffle was not premature. Bears 27, 
Patriots 6. 
· . 
Asst. sports editor 
New England forces too many turnovers for its opportunistic 
offense, so don ' t  look for a shutout . But , do look for Walter 
Payton,  Kevin Butler and Gary Fencik to have big days .  Bears 
27 , Patriots 1 4 .  
Tim Lee 
Sports reporter 
Dobie Holland 
Sports reporter 
Where' s  J i mmy the Greek when you need him? They say 
tough games are decided by how many mistakes are made and 
defense. Neither team has made many mistakes . But the Bears 
have an awesome defense. Not much scoring in this game . 
Bears 10 ,  Patriots 3 .  
Not even Villanova could win this one for the Patriots . The 
Bear defense will harass Tony Eason and Craig James from 
sideline to sideline. This Bear-hater sees the Shufflin'  Crew 
downing the Patriots . Bears 2 1 ,  Patriots 3 .  
Lisa Al barran 
Verge editor 
John Stroud 
Sports reporter 
Both teams are coming to play football; forget the hoopla. 
Look for a defensive battle and a low-scorer. Both teams are 
hot but the Pats are hungry and know how to beat the odds. 
Give i t  to the boys from America's great Northeast .  Patriots 
1 7 ,  Bears 14 .  
The Bears have got  this in  the bag .  I believe that Chicago' s  
defense will stop running back Craig James cold in h i s  tracks.  
I predict quarterback Tony Eason will  be sacked at least four 
times . Bears 28,  Patriots 0.  
_ Pats geared 
for shuffle 
over Bears 
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-" Bears 
Can ' t  Be Beaten , "  said the headline in 
the New York Daily News th� day after 
Chicago and New England qualified 
for the Super Bowl. 
" Patriots? No way. Bears 24�3 , "  the 
boss said the same day. "New England 
will  make the field goal the Giants and 
Rams should have had . "  
S o  the Bears are a cinch t o  be 
crowned National . Football League 
kings? The biggest question seems to 
be what flavor headband (Rozelle? 
Acupuncture? Adidas? )  Jim McMahon 
will wear when he's congratulatea for 
quarterbacking Chicago to the title. 
I t  won ' t  happen . The Patriots ,will 
win .  
Since 1 966, the  Pats have played the 
Dolphins 1 8  times in the Orange Bowl 
and never won-until this year . 
Hey, this is a team that .covered the 
point spread in 14 straight games .  
Another reason is experience. The 
Pats have four players who have been 
to the Super Bowl before, kicker Tony 
Franklin,  tight end Derrick Ramsey, 
backup center Guy Morriss and 
utili tyman Greg Hawthorne . 
That means there are 87 players in 
New Orleans being treated to their first 
Super Bowl and all its trappings .  I t ' s  
one thing to be blitzed by · Andre 
Tippett or Otis Wilson; i t ' s  worse when 
3 ,000 scribes and golden throats do it . 
OK, the Bears have just one loss to 
New England' s  five, they are unscored 
upon in two playoff games , and they 
have the more dominant statistics . 
Laden with talent-1 5  first- or 
second-round draft choices on a 45-
man roster-the only reason the Pats 
weren't  expected to do much this 
season is that they never had. Their 
past is littered with 8-8 and 9-7 seasons 
that could and should have been 1 2-4s 
or 1 3-3s 
Enter Raymond Berry, whose quiet 
sanity soothed the grumblers and 
malcontents .  Lo and behold, the team 
began playing up to its potential . 
But John Hannah, Brian Holloway 
and Pete Brock , anchors of the New 
England offensive line, aren 't  easily 
intimidated and have had two, weeks to 
prepare for Chicago' s  bewildering 
array of blitzes and stunts . 
Besides, the "Super Bowl Shuffle" 
brag video is getting old . The Bears 
don' t  want to become the most hated 
team north of Dallas do they? 
Let them start again next yea as an 
underdog. 
Final score: New England 1 7 ,  
Chicago 1 6. 
/ 
Panther defense stops ISU 
i n  73-64 conference victory 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Melanie Hatfield scored 27 points and reserve 
Ann Brown added a career-high 1 5  points 
Thursday to give the Panthers a Gateway Con­
ference victory over Illinois State 73-64. 
Eastern's record climbs to 1 2-4, 4-2 in the 
conference, and the Redbirds are 8-8 and 4-2. The 
Panthers are knotted in a third-place tie in the 
conference and thus back in the hurit for title . 
It was also a game in which the Panthers 
rediscovered their pressure defense that propelled 
them to an impressive 7-2 start back in December. 
"'I thought Eastern played exceptional 
defense, "  said 1 4-year Redbird coach Jill Hut­
chinson : "It was really smart of them to keep 
mixing up their defenses, it really gave our players 
trouble. I was impressed . "  
The Panther defense forced 26 turnovers and 
rec6rded 14 steals holding a fine shooting team to 
48 percent from the field . 
Panther coach Bobbie Hilke said "defensively 
we took l l l inois S tate out of  the game; they l ike to 
play (trans ition game). I can ' t  say enough about 
the defense. "  
The Panthers struggled a bit i n  the first half as . 
Hatfield led the team scoring with 1 3  of her game­
high 27 to guide Eastern to a 32-27 halftime lead . 
Center Julie Armstrong led I ll inois State with 17 
points and 1 0  rebounds . 
Both Sheryl Bonsett and Chris Aldridge started 
the contest but still appeared to be feeling the 
effects of their recent bouts with the flu .  
H i lke thus went t o  her bench for junior guard 
Pat Hamilton, who responded with 10 points , five 
steals and one assist ,  and Brown. 
Brown immediately sparked the Panthers on the 
in the waning seconds of the half with an inside 
jumper in which she also drew a foul .  Brown 
converted the free throw to extend Eastern ' s  thin 
lead to five points . 
"Chris (Aldridge) looked extremely weak.  But I 
started her for continuity ,"  Hilke said,  and as it 
turned out , "Brown had a tremendous game for 
us . "  
Aldridge went out fo r  good after colliding with 
lSU's  Julie Armstrong with 1 6 :44 remaining in the 
game. Aldridge left under own power. 
Meanwhile, the Panthers stormed out of the 
gates in the second half and had extended the lead 
to 12 points , 4 1 -29, with 1 5 :44 left .  
Center Sue Hynd returned t o  the lineup with a 
12-point and five-rebound performance and 
appeared to be moving well on the ankle . 
MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor 
Eastern guard Melanie Hatfield passes off inside 
during Thursday's 73-64 win over Illinois State in 
Lantz Gym. Hatfield scored 27 points in the 
contest. 
ISU (64) 
McGraw 5 O·O 1 0, Turner 2 4-4 8, Linbeck 4 0-0 8 ,  
Wellman 0 0-0 0 ,  Stiles 4 0 - 0  8,  Tanner 3 1 - 2 7 ,  Armstrong 7 
3-6 1 7 , Goven 2 0-0 4, Garretson 1 0-0 2 .  Totals 28 8- 1 2  
64.  
Eastern (73) 
Bonsett O 0-0 0, Hatfield 9 9- 1 1 2 7 ,  Aldridge 0 1 -� 1 ,  Tyler 
3 1 · 1  6, Hynd 4 4-6 1 2 , Brown 6 3-3 1 5 , Cavanaugh O 0-0 0 ,  
Hamiltpn 5 0-0 1 0 , Walsh 1 0- 1 2 . Totals 2 8 1 7- 2 1 73.  
Rebounds-Eastern 32 (Brown 8) ,  ISU 38 (Armstrong 1 0) .  
Steals-Eastern 1 4  ( Hamilton 5 ) ,  ISU 1 O · (Turner 4 ) .  
Assists-Eastern 1 6 , ISU 1 9 . Halftime-Eastern 3 2 ,  S I U  2 7 .  
A- 1 7 9 .  
Free throws l ift I l l in i  over Buckeyes 
COLUMBUS , Ohio (AP)-Ken Norman and 
Bruce Douglas each hit two free throws in the final 23 
seconds as l ll inois held on for a 67-65 victory over 
Ohio State in a Big Ten Conference game Thursday 
nigh t .  
I l l inois, now 1 3-5 overall and 4-3 in the con­
ference, watched a 1 3-point halftime advantage turn 
in to  a six-point deficit late in the game but scored six 
of the game's  final eight points to pull out the vic-
tory . · 
Ken Norman score.d 27 points with Anthony Welch 
adding 1 6  and Glynn Blackwell 12 for the lllinL ! 
The I l l ini  dominated play in the first 20 . minutes , 
taking a 1 3-point lead at the half, 37-24 .  : 
But Ohio State, which had lost five of' its last eight 
ames took ad van ta e of ei ht I l l inois . turnoyers in 
the first six minutes of the second half to outscpre the 
ll l ini 1 4-2 . . 
Ohio State eventually built a 53-47 )eiid by the 6 :57  
mark , but  the  I llini came on strong at  the end . They 
tied the game at 57-57 on a shot by Norman with 3 :46 
left ,  then took the lead for good on Norman' s  
fallaway jump shot with : 5 0  remaining. 
After an Ohio State miss , Norman < hit two free 
throws with 23 seconds left to make it 6S-6 l .  
Brad Sellers , scored 20 points fon Ohio State, 
countered with a hook shot with eight seconds 
remaining, but Douglas then hit both ends of a bonus 
situation with six seconds left . 
Dennis Hopson,  who led Ohio State with 22 
points , then closed the scoring on a long jumper as 
time ran out. 
Fourth and long: 
'C0cky '  Bears 
l out to take Pats 
glass sl ipper 
What's  all this noise about the Bears being 
Overconfident? Why, just the other day they 
soliciting advice from a team that finished its 
7-9. 
Knowing that any edge is an advan 
championship games, the Bears, making th · 
trip to Super land, asked club officials of t 
sburgh Steelers what the winning formula 
Super Bowls. 
The Steelers , a football dynasty during the 
part of the l 970's ,  are 4-0 in Super Bowl play. 
So clearly the Bears don' t  think of themsel 
too good to take advice. That ' s  not the sa 
t imen t echoed by Patriot coach Raymond Ber 
has been repeatedly labeling the Bears as a 
hot dogs . 
"What? " said Dan Hampton when told of 
comments . " Boy, that's really choice. I wond 
many Freudian books he had to go through 
that one up .  What do you think,  we make a 
being overconfident?  That ' s  all I ' ve heard al 
1 5- 1  speaks for i tself . " 
When you think about i t ,  the Bears really 
need to ask the Steelers for advice, because 
already got what the Steelers won four Super 
rings with-defense . The Monsters of the 
have become the 1 980s version of the Steel Cu 
For the second straight year, the . Bears w 
NFL' s  most impermeable defense. The cred 
are astounding. In 1 3  of their 1 8  games this y 
Bears have held opponents to l 0 points or le 
of them shutouts . They also held seven of th · 
without a TD this season. 
"We have a lot of opportunities to free-la 
show our talent , "  says cornerback Les Frazier 
Bears'  defense, which barked like dogs in one­
during the season . "That makes it a lot of fun. '  
Fun.  That ' s  the key word , something that' 
quite a factor in the Bears ' success this se 
course, 1 5 - 1  is fun in itself. 
"That ' s  our team, "  said wide receiver 
Gault . "We have so many different types 
sonalities and do so many different things t 
really a good combination ."  
But , adds Hampton, "We're not  a team th 
great deal of emotional ups and downs. I thi 
of the great marks of a pro football team is 
consistent . Week in and week out we've 
consistent at being consistent .  I think that's 
the great trademarks of this team . ' '  
•The Bears outscored all 1 8  opponents this 
in the second half. 
• In the second half, the Bears have ou 
opponents 273-7 1 .  
•23 different players have scored this 
including 1 0  defensive players . 
•Since 1 984, the Bears are 23- 1  when lea 
halftime and 20-2 when they score first. 
•This year , the Bears' offense had 27 rushi 
and averaged 1 72 .6  yards rushing a game, bo 
in the NFL. 
The Bears have been even more of an invi 
force in their two playoff games this year. 
stance: 
•They have allowed just 2 1  yards on 1 5  first; 
(See COCKY, page 1 2) 
Super Bowl picks Crusaders com e to to 
C'leck out the picks of The Ne ws sports staff, page 1 5  
( . 
Eastern hopes to rebound from Thursday's loss, pa 
ears 
The Weekend Supplement to The Dally Eastern News I Charleston, Ill. 61 920 I Section 8, 12 pages 
MICHAEL SIT ARZ I Photo Editor 
(top) Safety Gary Fencik gets bombarded by 
reporters at a press conference in Champaign. (far 
left) Wide receiver Will ie Gault answers questions 
about the Beats strageties for the Super Bowl. 
(left) Quarterback Jim McMahon complains to 
reporters about his sore body. (above) Defensive 
end Dan Hampton compares the New England 
Football team to the Bears. 
ars share feelings toward Super Bowl XX 
the final 48 hours ticking down to the 
Bowl , the world awaits the glorious 
y and its thrill of victory and agony of 
. I 
rtunately , for a winner to emerge , so-
must collapse . 
week at a press conference in Cham­
some of the Chicago Bears' players 
· opportunity to share some of their 
h1!s about Super Bowl XX and · their 
success . 
Safety Gary Fericik said the. idea of 
· playing in the Super Bowl didn't 
up with him right away . 
ttled in a few days afte� the playoff · 
games . I started thinking about going to New how much publicity surrounds the Super 
Orleans , "  Fencik said . "I started thinking Bowl . 
about what a funny name the Super Bowl is , "It's funny how one game can be blown 
it's not anything like the U . S .  Open , out of proportion so much,"  Hilgenberg add- ' 
Wiipbledon or the World Series . "  ed . . · ! 
· Qffensive center Jay Hilgenberg said a lot C orn erb�ck · Leslie Frasier shared : 
df sweat goes into preparing for the Super Hilgenberg's\Super Bowl enthusiasm . , 
Bowl . · \ "They (New England) are a Cinderella ! ; "It's the biggest game in any footo�ll team winning thier playoff games on the : 
players life . "  Hilgenberg said . · , road . We want to take that glass slipper away i 
"You dream about this when you are a lit\ from Cinderella . "  ' 
t!e kid . This is what football is all about- to go However , the Chicago team did not take 
out and win the Super · Bowl , "  Hilgenberg 'kindly to news that the New England Patriots 
said . "You definitely want to play your best . were making allegations that . the Bears are 
So,  I think everyone is working very hard at not taking this Super Bowl game seriously. 
it . "  Bears defensive end Dan Hampton said, 
Hilgenberg noted that he was amazed at (See BEARS,  page 9) · 
' 
-i J I  .. _c_h_ur_c_he_s ___ i_I Rocky IV Every night at 7 and 9 p .m . ; Satur­day and Sunday matinee at 2 : 30 and 
4 :30 p . m .  at the Will Rogers . Rated 
PG . � · University Baptist Church 
• Services will be held at 9 :30 a .m .  � at 1505 Seventh Street. 
; First Baptist Church 
� Services will be held at 9 :30 a .m .  =: at 2800 University Dr. 
� Christian Campus Fellowship 
Services will be held at 10 :30 a . m .  
at 2231 Fourth Street. 
Wesley United Methodist Church 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m . at 2206 S .  Fourth Street. 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10 :30 a . m .  
a t  3 1 1  Seventh Street . 
lmmanual Lutheran Church 
Servies will be held at 8: 15 and 
10:45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland . 
Heritage Chapel Church 
Services will be held at 6 : 30 a . m .  
and 10 :30 a . m .  a t  9 1 7  Woodlawn 
Drive . 
Newman Community 
Services will be held at 6 :30 p . m .  
Saturday and 9 and 11 a . m .  Sunday 
in .Buzzard Auditorium .  
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 10 :30 a . m .  
and 6 p . m .  at 2605 University Drive . 
St. Charles Catholic Church 
A Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2: 
Freddy's Revenge 
Friday and Saturday night at 5: 10, 
7 : 10, 9 : 10; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 : 10  p . m . ; Sunday at 
5 : 10 and 7 : 10 at The Time. Rated 
R .  
Iron Eagle 
Friday and Saturday night 5, 7 :  15, 
and 9 : 25;  Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 p . m . ;  Sunday night at 5 
and 7 : 15 at The Time. Rated PG- 13.  
Runaway Train 
Friday and Saturday night .at 4:45,  
7 and 9 : 20;  Sunday at  4:45 and 7 
p . m .  the Cinema 3 .  Rated R .  
White Nights 
Friday and .Saturday night at 4 : 30 ,  
7 : 10 and 9 : 35 ;  Saturday and Sun­
day matinee at 2 p . m . ;  Sunday 
through Thursday nights at 4 : 30 and 
7: 10 at the Cinema 3. Rated PG- 13 .  
M y  Chauffeur 
Friday and Saturday nights 5, 7 : 20 ,  
9 : 25 p . m . ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2: 15 ;  Sunday through 
Thursday nights 5 and 7 : 20 p . m .  at 
the Cinema 3. Rated R .  
Services will b e  held at 8 and 10 
1 a . m .  at 92 1 Madison . .. · Sports ___ __,,., I · .I Music � I  -------• 
_ • Men's Basketball 
Page One Tavern 
Friday night "Naked Ray Gun" will 
be , playing upstairs ; Saturday , 
"Recreational Bones" . 
I Movie�I 
101 Dalmations 
Every night at 6 : 30 p . m . ; Satur­
day and Sunday matinee at 2 and 4 
p . m .  at the Will Rogers . Rated G .  
Clue 
Every night at 8 : 20 p . m .  at the 
Will Rogers . Rated PG . 
The men's basketball team will 
host Valparaiso at 7 : 30 p . m .  Satur­
day at Lantz Gym . 
Women's Basketball 
The women's basketball team will 
host Indiana State at 5: 15 p .  m .  on 
Saturday at Lantz . 
Track and Field 
The women's and men's track team 
will host a meet' 2 p . m .  Saturday at at 
O'Brien Stadium . 
Men's Swimming 
The men's swim team will be hosting 
Bradley on Friday at 4 p . m .  at Lantz 
Pool . 
WEIU Calendar 
WEIU 88 .9 FM 
Monday - Friday I 4 p. m .  - Midnight 
• 4:00-4:30 WEIU news 
• 4:30-5:00 County Line · 
• 5:00-5 : 30 EIU Report 
• 5 :30-9:00 Contemportary Rock 
and Roll (Monday-Thursday) 
Jazz (Friday) 
Monday : "Method to Our Madness" 
Tuesday: "Radio Left off Center" 
Wednesday : "Radio Free . . . " 
Thursday : "The Dave and Rick Story" 
Friday: "Jazz Euphoria" . 
• 9:00- Midnight Specialty Shows 
Monday: "Third World Groove" (reg-
c w w w w 
gae) 
Tuesday : "Jazz Osmosis" 
Wednesday : "Professor's Oldies Show" 
Thursday : "Thursday Night Theme 
Show" (R and R history) 
Friday : "House Rocker Show" {jazz) 
S�---
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COLES COUNTY 
WOMEN AGAINST RAPE 
seeks caring volunteers 
to work with victims of sexual assault 
Training begins February 2 
Call Mary (348-0766) or Bonnie (345- 7851)  
Visa & Mastercard 
accepted Mike's Marathon 
Full Service Station 
We Handle All Types of Automobile Repairs! 
• Tow & Road 
Service 
• Tune-ups 
• Tire Repair 
• Oil Changes 
• Exhaust 
• Shocks 
• Air 
conditionin 
work 
6 - 10 
7 Days a Week! 345-151 1 
For Friendly Service At Competitive Prices 
DRIVE ON IN to Mike's 
r------· COUPON - - - - - -, 
! $1 .00 off Large Pizza • 
z 
p· I o � New Item !- 1neapp e g
8 (great w/ham) · C3 
0 z 
1 Exp . 3/ 1 /86 i 
'- - - - - - - COUPON · - - - - - -' 
702 W .  Lincoln 
Next to IGA 
clt?ll�t?r 
345·3400 • 1 600 Li ncoln 
the 
Life's a Beach 
at Fat's Weekend! 
Friday, Jan . 24, 9: 1 5  p . m .  til 1 a.m.  
The Big Gas 's S u m mer Dance Party 
Dance to the Sum mer h its of the 50's ,  60's and ?O's 
Enter in Gas 's best Tan Contest or Limbo dance . 
Prizes • Contests • Giveaways • T - shirts • Hats 
. 50 Draft Beers/ Happy Hour Prices til Midnite 
Saturday, Jan . 25, 9: 1 5  p . m .  til 1 a . m .  
Jim my Buffet lovely cruise be.ach 
party by popular demand.  Dance to your 
favorite tu nes ,  enter in the best Tan Con test. 
Drawings • Contests • Giveaways • T - shirts • Hats 
Long, Tall Rum Drinks/ Draft Beer Specials 
Fats T - shirts/ J .  Buffet T - shirts/Bears Super Bowl T- shirts 
Must be 21 with Proper l . D .  
Cross County 
Mall 
Mattoon 
Highlights 
3 
. 
� 
c 0 -
ii 
( 
The Shufflin ' crews domination over football � .. 
DAN VERDUN 
· nt sports editor 
What the San Francisco 49ers did the 
n before with glamour and finesse , 
Chicago Bears did in 1985 with 
e force and sheer strength . 
That brute force and strength started 
at the top with former Bear tight 
-turned head coach Mike Ditka and 
ended down through rookie place­
er Kevin Butler who rolled up his 
ves in lineman-like fashion. 
The Bears' power football in '85 
slated into domination which the 
e hadn't exhibited in years . 
This new breed of the "Monsters of 
Midway" revived and pumped life 
o not only heartsick Chicago fans ,  but 
follower& alike . 
Not only did the Bears tie the 49ers' 
Jar season vecord of 15 wins , but 
y returned fans to those glory days of 
teryear when monsters the likes of 
onko Nagurski , Sid Luckman , 
lldog Turner and Dick Butkus roam­
the land . 
So dominant was Chicago that 12  of 
first 17  opponents scored 10 or fewer 
"nts . Three of those opponents fell in 
touts . 
That defense played an important 
right from the season opener. Trail-
28- 17  at halftime to Tam pa Bay , the 
s rallied to a 38-28 victory at 
ier Field . 
The key play that ignited the Bear ral­
ame when cornerback Leslie Frazier 
cepted a pass tipped by defensive 
Richard Dent and raced 29 yards 
a touchdown . 
iThe defense was on the prowl in 
k Two as Chicago toppled the New 
land Patriots 20- 7. Other than a 90-
pass from Tony . Eason to Craig 
es,  the Patriots ·only reached Bear 
tory twice + and those advances 
e on ly to the 49-yard line . 
and caught another from Walter : 
Payton . 
After a 27- 19 victory over Tampa '. 
Bay , Ditka and the Bears introduced : 
first-round draft choice William "The : 
Refrigerator" Perry to the nation during 
a 23-7 win over Green Bay on Monday 
Night Football . 
Perry's one-yard touchdown "flop" 
boosted him into the national limelight 1\
that he cashed in on before you could . 
say "crash diet " 
Following a 27-9 •hrashi r i �i •)f Min­
nesota that pushed Chiu� · � ,  r o  a 7 -0 
start , the Bears made the J',fL 5tand up 
and take notice with a 26- 1 L1 revenge 
win over the defending Super Bowl 
champion 49ers at San Francisc0's 
Candlestick Park . 
Perry was back on center stage one 
week later when he caught a 4-yard TD 
pass in a physical 16-10 win over the 
Packers on Monday Night Footbal l .  
After a 24-3 bombing of  Detroit , the 
Bears shocked the nation by manhandl­
ing "America's Team , "  the Dallas 
Cowboys 44-0 .  The blowout clinched 
the NFC Central Division title for 
Chicago . 
The Bears registered a 36-0 shutout 
against Atlanta seven days later, mark­
ing the first time they had two con­
secutive shutouts since 1 942 . 
That string ended as did the Bears' 
bid for a perfect season as the Miami 
Dolphins dropped Chicago 38-24 on 
Monday Night Football . • Payton , 
however , managed to set -an 'NFL 
record by rushing for more than 100 
yards for the eighth straight game . 
Chicago rebounded with a 17- 10 win 
over the Indianapolis Colts the next · 
we.ek as Payton extended his rushing 
mark to nine consecutive . 
While the New Engand game 
tlighted the · defense , a 33-24 com­
k win over the Minnesota · Vikings 
quarterback Jim McMahon's 
case . 
Defensive tackle Wi l l iam Perry holds off the a member  of the New England 
Patriots, during a season game. Photo com plements for the Ch icago Bears. 
After a 19-6 wind-swept victory over 
the New York Jets , the Bears closed the 
regular season by crushing Detroit 37-
27 .  The win enabled the Bears to tie the 
49ers' NFL mark of 15 wins in one 
season . 
� traction because of a sprained neck 
·er in the week , McMahon came off 
bench with 7 :  22 left in the third 
rter to fire touchdown passes of 70 
yards to Willie Gault and 25 yards to 
Dennis McKinnon on his first two 
throws . 
' 
Moments later , McMahon hit McKin­
non for a 43-yard strike to lift the Bears 
into a 30- 1 7  lead they would never 
Charleston Shudo - Kan Karate 
Club 
Fall '85 Members 
Self Defense & 
traditional Karate 
Monday and Wednesdays 
3-5 p. m . ,  Thursdays 
7- 9 p. m . .  Student  
Services Bldg. (Basement) 
(1st row L to R) Dan Hall , Jim Glenn,  Laurie Tyler , Christine Flynn ,  Scott 
Harrison ,  Angie Jones . (2nd) Harold Wissell , Mike Kopplin , Steve Ormbrek,  
Louise Nix , Pat Wissell , Christy Dunphy, John Patterson (head instructor) . 
We are now accepting new members . Call 345- 3748 (John) , 581 - 3662 
(Harold) , 581 - 2904 (Pat) , or ask any of our members . 
relinquish . The Bears found Soldier Field to be 
home sweet home for the NFC Playoffs . 
Shutouts of the New York Giants (2 1-0) 
and then the Los Angeles Rams (24-0) 
sent the Bears "shuffling" into Super 
There would be no comeback the 
following week as Chicago bombed 
Wa�hington 45- 10 .  Gault returned a 
kickoff 99 yarps for a touchdown and 
McMahon tossed for three TD scores Bowl XX in New Orleans. 
· 
� ��-,---------,,----------------.... '{\O� THE STAND Rock-n- Roll from Decatur featuring 
I former members of "CLOCKWORK ORANGE . "  Songs from REM, 
I · Tears for Fears, U2 ,  The Police, Stones, Clash, John Lennon, 
I Elvis Presley , Rod Stewart, Toll},;my James, e.!c. 
I 75¢ 1 6  oz . $1 00 -1 6 oz . Bud ���� I OLD STYLE -Calvert & Coke 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8 5 ¢ Amaretto Stone Sour s1 oo -GET IN FOR 8- 1 0 w/coupon -- - --------- -------------
------------ ����-------------(Saturday's Band " CLOCKWORK ORANGE" I 
1 Rock-n-Roll w/new guitar player from "BORDERLINE" I 
I 85¢ -rum & Coke $1 ool -1 6  oz. 75�1 1 6  oz . I I -gin/vodka coll[ns Bud · Old Style I I GET IN FOR s1 °0 8- 1 0 w/coupon - I � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Nothing ventured , �othing gained ! Shop The Daily Eastern News classifieds I 
4; Bears ' popularity outweighs student betting 
i 
. 
� By ROSE ALCORN --�-.-��������--------------��--r-----.
J Sta;�:��uper Bowl Shuffle" isn't exact- �r7 n� R � l83@�� 
ff ly something new and exclusive to \W LS , 
� 1 Super Bowl XX-shuffling money BETTING SER�•ICE. � around seems to be part of the annual ,y I ; ritual . ' 
z Every year, most football fans ; everywhere are involved in some kind ! of betting pool or another concerning 1 
,... the game's outcome. 
� The general consensus (although a 
� few scattered Miami fans remain) 
!:::: among most Eastern students seems to 
g be "Why bet? The Bears are going to � 1 win for sure!" 
� This year's Super Bowl is somewhat 
.... different from those of past years for 
that reason : instead of putting money 
on what team is going to win , the 
gambling is emphasized on the score . 
Senior Rob Schade described the 
"boards" on which the betting he is in­
volv�d in is based . 
"It (the board) is 10 squares by 10 
squares; each square is sold and signed 
by whoever bought it . After each square 
is sold , "numbers are drawn , which are 
your 'points' for the outcome of each 
quarter of the game,"  Schade said . 
Schade was not sure how many 
students were involved exactly , but said 
he had bought " 1 1  squares on one 
board and four on the other , "  
Each square had cost the bettor $2  
dollars and the winnings are "$125 at 
the end of the game and $25 after each 
of the first three quarters. "  
Freshman Tim Powers i s  i n  a scoring 
betting pool where "we each put in a 
quarter, and whoever wins gets all the 
money ."  
Several fraternities are cashing in too . 
Dale Holmstrom , a Lambda Chi 
Alpha member, said his fraternity is also 
betting using a board system .  
"The winner depends o n  what the 
score is at the end of the game ,"  
Holmstrom said . "If the person is on 
that corner, or  square , he wins . "  
Holmstrom said "about 2 0  people" 
are involved in this pool , with 
"anywhere from $20-50" involved . 
The Sigma Chis are also using 
boards. 
Junior Kevin Musser said the Sigma 
Chi's board deals with "squares with 
numbers for ther scores of each quarter ; 
it costs a dollar for every square , and 
the winner at the end of the game gets 
$ 100 ." 
But some people were not as eager as 
others to make money from the game.  
Freshman Tim DeLisle said ,  "I think 
betting is illegal and immoral . " 
Junior Brian Stark had other reasons 
for not putting forth any money . 
"I'm not · betting anything on this 
Super Bowl because I know the Bears 
are going to win . I don't want to steal 
money from people ,"  he said . 
And some loyal fans for other teams 
refuse to indulge in speculation over the 
Bears-Patriots game . 
Freshman Mark Eckerty said he was 
'!against the Bears because I don't want 
to jump on the bandwagon . I'm a die­
hard Dolphins fan . "  
When asked if any attempts were 
made by the Charleston Police Depart­
ment to control the gambling that occurs 
during Super Bowl weekend, Police 
Chief Maurice Johnson said , "No, 
don't see that there's any problem. 
"It (gambling and betting) ooesn' 
happen that often and· not that muc 
money is involved . You really can' 
control it . "  
V" CHECK I/ 
Student · 
· Pu bl ications'  
facil ities and 
opportunities 
Stop at the newsroom, 
Buzzard North Gym, 
anytime. 
Or visit between · 
6:3 0  and 9 p. m. 
and help 
write headlines. 
We want to meet you! 
20 to 50 % off -.- - --Y, �-,1 : � ·  FREE 
SPl'NAL EVALUATION *  
Do you have: 
1 .  Headaches. d 1 z L iness.  b l u r rt!d v i > 1un?  
2 .  Neck  pa in .  t i11ht  m u \<. l o• s .  �pd,ni>I  
3 .  Shoulder or arm p.1 1 n .  numhno•\� m hJnd�? 
4 .  Difficu l t  brea thing .  a bdom i n a l  p.1 1 n l  
S .  Lower bal'k p.1 111 . h i p  or leg p<1 i n '  
1==�r ·1-·ret' e1ami11ation illcltide.s caae hutory, conault0Uon with tloctor, free 
contour analy�' posture .vcan .  and 10 orlhopedlclneurologicol tt.TU. Not 
lnrludnl urr t- ray.,, trf•atmmt, and clinical laboratory tens. If Indicated, 
these arf' 1111 rmally nwaed by most fr1$Uronce pollcie1. WHY FREEP To make 
it e�y .fe1r you to /Ind out,  u•itlwut obligation. If your ,;mblem might bl! helped 
by chir1111radi1· rn re. 
Mo.�t insurance accepted. 
DR. M.L. GANDOLFI 
CHI ROPRACTIC P HYSIC IAN 
1 41 9  MONROE, CHARLESTON, IL  
Call  345-4065 For Appoi ntments 
COLD WEATHER 
-BOOTS Mens & Ladies 
. ..... , · 1 TJ . . .  
All Ladies Winter 
HANDBAGS 
Leather 11. 
& Manmade 72 
Groups for Men & Ladies 
20 to 503 off 
VISA & MASTERCARD WELCOME 
OPEN MON . NIGHT 'TIL 8 p . m .  
INYARTS 
North Side of Square · 
SHOE 
STORE 
• • 
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A Bears ' quiz for the diehard 
fans and shufflin ' crew band 
S B  
you think you're a Bears fan .  
following quiz is devised to 
ish the actual Bears fans from 
who have just jumped on the 
n ' wagon . 
trivia test has been prepared for 
you diehards who think you know 
Ing about the lovable · and 
us  '85 edition of the Chicago 
prizes will be offered except for 
op thrills you might obtain from 
g the answers .  If you. would like 
e it into a game anyway, we have 
d a small scale to judge your 
20 correct- You're an official, all 
devout and entirely all too 
red Bears fan .  
1 7  - You definitely know your 
; you probably even remember 
Concannon . 
1 4 - You have obviously been a 
' fan for a long time, maybe too 
because your memory is slipping. 
1 0 - You're only a newly born 
U fan ,  anything before the Walter 
n era and you 're h u rting. 
below - You like 'the '85 Bears,  
mmensely ,  but  didn 't know they 
before Mike Ditka showed up . 
ugh of the formalities, here we 
The ultimate Bears question . What 
the team name before it was the 
Bears? 
Everybody remembers Dick 
, but what number did he wear? . 
ho wears that number now? 
4. All diehards know Jim McMahon 
went to Brigham Young, but where did 
he want to go to college but was not ac­
cepted? 
5. Name the only Bear who has 
played in a previous Super Bowl? 
6. What Chicago Bear led the team in 
rushing in the 1974 season (the year 
before Walter Payton arrived) and what 
position did he play? 
7 .  The Bears won their last cham­
pionship in 1963 , who did they beat for 
the title? 
8 .  In what stadium did that 1963 
championship game take place? 
9. In "Brian's Song" , who played the 
lead characters of Brian Piccolo and 
Gale Sayers? 
10 .  What former Bear was also a pro- · 
fessional wrestler? 
1 1 .  What famous Bear was known as 
the Wheaton Iceman? 
1 2 .  What was his number? 
13 .  Where did these Bears go to col­
lege? Dick Butkus , Gale Sayers , Walter 
Payton , Sid Luckman and William 
Perry 
14 .  We all know that this is the first 
time in the Super Bowl for the Bears 
and Patriots , but can you name the 
other 1 1  teams who have never played 
in the big one? 
15. When the Bears beat the Redskins 
for the 1940 NFL championship , what 
was the final score of the game? 
1 6 .  The Bears figure in the shortest 
overtime game in NFL history . Describe 
the situation that caused the short en­
ding? 
1 7 .  What Bear scored an NFL record 
six touchdowns in one game? 
· 
18 . . Name a former Eastern football 
player who played for the Bears in a ·  
Our three-year and 
o-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
didn't  start college on a 
olarship you could finish on one . Army 
TC scholarships pay for full tuition and 
for educational fees and 
books. Along with up to $ 1 ,000 a year . 
t all the facts . BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Any questions , contact 
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944 · 
ARf\·1Y RESERVE OFFICERS TRAIN INC CORPS 
regular se�son game . 
19 .  Everybody knows who the 
heaviest Bear is (The Fridge) but who 
knows which Bear weighs in at the 
lightest at 1 70 pounds? 
20. And finally an easy one , who was 
"Papa Bear"? 
Answers: 
1 .  Decatur Staleys 
2 . 5 1  
3 .  Linebacker Jim Morrissey 
4. Notre Dame 
5. Offensive Tackle Andy Frederick 
6. Quarterback Bobby Douglas 
7 .  New York Giants 
8. Wrigley Field 
9. James Caan and Billy Dee 
Williams 
10 .  Running Back Bronko Nagurski 
-I 
. ; 
1 1 .  Red Grange , 
Ghost" 
or the "Galloping � 
1 2 .  77 
-< 
� en 
13 .  Illinois , Kansas, Jackson State � ' :I Columbia and Clemson z 
14 .  Atlanta , . Buffalo, Cleveland,  ; 
Detroit , Houston , New Orleans, New � 
York Giants , San Diego , Seattle , St. · � 
Louis , Tampa Bay . I �  
1 5 .  73-0 � 
16 .  Kick-returner David Williams � 
returned the overtime kickoff back for a � 
touchdown in only 22 seconds against � 
the Detroit Lions on Thanksgiving Day , � 
1 982 . � 
1 7 .  Gale Sayers 
18 .  Bill Glenn ,  quarterback , 1941 -42 
19 .  Defensive Back Reggie Phillips 
20 . George Halas 
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WE DELIVER 
After 4 p . m . 
MEXICAN FOOD-HAMBURGERS 
CHICKEN SANDWICH 
PORK TENDERLOIN SANDWICH 
SHRIMP BASKET 
Plus 
ALL NEW ITALIAN STYLE PIZZA 
1 4' '  Pizza 
1 Topping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . .  ss . 95 
2 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s9 . 45 
3 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s9 . 95 
4 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S l Q . 45 
5 Toppings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s 1 0 . 95 
Deluxe with everything . . . . . . . . . . .  s 1 1 .95  
.r- , - - - - - - - - - - - ,  � BUY ONE PIZZA GET 1 
z .,-- . . ONE FREE o 
0 Free Pizza Must Be Of Equal or Lesser Value with coupon g g; Choose from: Fresh Sausage, Ham, Canadian "'D 
� 0 Bacon, Ground Beef, Pepperoni, Fr�sh Mushrooms, � · OI Onions , Green Peppers , Black Ohves , Tomatoes, and J alepeno Peppers 
l 11!0-E� i���i��-� 3!5-�s21J 
Make Your 
Talents 
Known 
Thru the 
Dally Eastern News 
Classifieds 
6iSuper Bowl Shuffle 
-1 
l Chicago Bears i release record 
z 
c 
• • 
• 
� 
to help needy 
� By JUDY WEIDMAN � Staff writer 
! First it was Little Eva and the 
t: Locomotion , now it's the Chicago Bears 
• 
at and the Superbowl Shuffle . � The concept of 'the shuffle' originated 
! in November of 1985 by Red Label 
1- president Dick Meyer, Red Label 
spokesperson Gweyneth Lloyd said . 
Meyer then approached one of the 
Bear players and presented him with 
the idea, Lloyd said . 
Well they call me 'Sweetness' and I 
like to dance . Running the ball is like 
making romance 
We had· the goal since training camp 
to give Chicago a Super Bowl champ 
And we're not doing this because 
we're greedy; The Bears are doing it to 
feed the needy · 
We didn't come here looking for trou­
ble ; we just came here to do the Super 
Bowl Shuffle 
This is Speedy Willy and I'm world 
class ; I like running, but I love to pass 
I practice all day and dance all night ; I · 
gotta get ready for the Sunday fight 
Now I'm as smooth as a chocolate 
swirl-�1 dance a little funky, so watch 
me, girl The song itself was written by Meyer 
and Mel Owens, associate writers for 
the Label in Nashville . 
In the · Shuffle , 10 Bears including 
Walter Payton, Jim McMahon , and the 
There's no one here that does it like 
me . . .  My Super Bowl Shuffle will set 
you free 
RICK STUCKEY I Staff Phot 
The Chicago Bears have shipped 1 mil l ion record and 1 50,000 videos of the 
Bowl Shuffle. 
Fridge , 'rap' about what they do for the I'm just getting down to the Super Bowl 
Bears . I'm Samari Mike , I stop 'em cold . Part Shuffle . 
On Dec. 1 1 ,  the record was released. of the defense big and bold . 
As of Jan . 2 1 ,  Red Label Records has I've been jammin' for quite a while . 
shipped over 1 million records and over Doin' what's right and setting the style 
150,000 videos to retail outlets . Give me a chance , I'll rock you good; 
"There are no sales figures at this time' Nobody messes in neighborhood . 
and the charities that will receive the I didn't come here looking for trouble , 
profits from the project have not yet I just came to do the Super Bowl Shuffle 
been determined,"  Lloyd said . Chorus 
"The project was a team effort ,"  
Lloyd said , "But you can't help but 
notice Perry because of his size . "  
Chorus: 
We are the Bears' shufflin' 
crew · 
Shufflin' on down , doing it for 
you 
We're so bad , we know we're 
good 
Blowing your mind like we 
knew we would 
You know we're just struttin 
for fun 
Struttin' our stuff for every one 
We're not here to start no trou­
ble 
We're just here to do the Super 
Bowl Shuffle 
I'm the punky Q-B known as 
McMahon . When I hit the turf I've got 
no plan 
I just throw my body all over the field ; 
I can't dance but I can throw the field 
I motivate my cats I like to tease--! 
play so cool I aim to please 
That's why you all got here on the 
double to catch me doing the Super . 
Bowl Shuffle . 
I'm momma's boy Oti.s- one of a 
kind . The ladies all love me for my body 
and my mind . 
I'm as quick on the floor as I can be , 
But ain't no son gonna get past me.  
Some guys are jealous of  my style 
and class ; That's why I see 'em on their 
ass . 
I didn't come here looking for trouble , · 
They say Jimbo is our man- If Jim­
my can't do it , I sure can . 
This is Steve and it's no wonder, I run 
like lightening and pass like thunder 
So bring on Atlanta! Bring on Dallas! 
This is for Mike and Papa Bear Hallas . 
But I'm not hear to feathers ruffle ; I 
just came to do the Super Bowl Shuffle . 
I'm L . A  .. Mike and I play it cool ; They 
don't sneak by me cause I'm no fool 
I fly on the field and get on down-­
everybody knows I don't mess around 
I can break 'em , shake 'em any time 
of the day-I  like to split it and make 
them pay . · 
So please don't try to beat my hussle , 
'cause I'm here to do the Super Bowl 
Shuffle . 
Chorus 
The sack man's coming ; I'm your 
man Dent. If the quarterback's slow , 
he's gonna get bent . 
We stop the run , we stop the pass; I like 
to dump guys on their ass 
We love to play for the world's best 
fans; you better start making your 
Bowl plans . 
But don't get ready and go t 
any trouble--Unless you practi 
Super Bowl shuffle 
It's Gary here and I'm Mr . 
They call me Hitman -1 don't 
what they mean! / 
They throw it long and watch me 
I'm on my man one-on-one 
Buddy's guyi; cover it down t 
bone -that's why they call us t 
Zone 
C'mon everybody , let's screa 
yel l .  We're gonna do the shuffle , 
ring your bell . 
You're looking at the Frig-I' 
rookie . I may be large . but I 'm no 
cookie . 
You see me hit , you see me 
When I kick and pass . we'll have 
fun 
I c a n  d a n c e , y o u  
see . . .  Others . . .  they all learn from 
I didn't come here looking for tr 
I just came to do the Super Bowl 
fie . 
Chorus 
Do you have 
a good Idea 
for a fun story? 
THE "CHALLENGE" 
OUR SANDWICH! 
THE "SEARCH" 
/ 
, , 
Call 
Verge Editor 
at 58 1 -28 1 2 
SCENE ONE: 
John: What did yo'u .get? · 
Joe: "I got delicious turkey pil­
ed on a croissan t, and would you 
look at that meat, it's at least 1 
inch thick. 
What a Deal! !" 
Something 
Special! 
1416 6th St. 
Charleston 345- 1433 
Next to Coach Eddy's 
The Other Sandwich Shops! 
SCENE TWO: 
Joe: What did you get? 
John: "I'm not sure about t 
meat, but I did get lots of lettuo 
mayo, tomato, sprouts, etc. 
We (Berry Patch) bury 
other sandwich shops! 
·)i�yi,appies' . who 
With Ainenca know that 
is not what ttle city�s 
:any more.'' he Satd. "BUt 
�tune into the PQWer .'' 
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y don't much undei:6tand 
Cl' defensive tackle -doesn't 
:,ptr offehle, or haV¥ any no­
What oH$ides means , But 
ihey saw Perry move that 
out of the way with such Super Sunday organizers plan tobowl 
co m Cll 
. . . when they see tM 
Bowl Shuffle,'  they �late 
show biz of It all ."  viewers over with television coverage 
wouldn't wony about that," 
Terkel. "This team fits the 
s image. Blue-collar, defen­
' hustling, powerful. But 
is also a certain nimbleness 
the fat man (Perry), the 
bleness of a city moving." 
Chicago hasn't been .. Hog �r to the World," for 
ades, and it hasn't worked 
' as well as it did sinc4t Mayor 
ard J.  Daley died in 1975 , 
Ing his successors in a d!f­
ent era with no Instructions on 
kow to run a monarchy . 
Every city has skyscrapers . 
Chicago's packinghouse and 
I mills are shattered , the ad­
tages of its rail hub neutraliz­
by trucks and planes, and 
�ven the heroic "Big Shoulders" 
t so impressed poet Carl 
a n d b u rg  a r e  d ro o p i n g  
otlceably under the burdens rush i n g  u r b a n  c e n t e r s  
here . 
The city has seen its original 
onsters of the Midway ,"  the 
t Amos Alonzo Stagg­
ched University of Chicago · 
ms of the 1930s, reduced to a 
ision Ill also-ran . 
And no one ever thought �orge Halas , who helped 
und the National Football 
would go away . 
By KIRSTEN MANGAN 
Assistant Verge editor 
There are many different reasons for the attraction . 
For some it's a cosmic force· that draws them , while for 
others , it's 'their' team . A few �till may wonder what 
the attraction is . 
The Super Bowl is the highest rated show in the na­
tion . More people tune into the Super Bowl than 
watch the Olympics , soap operas or even the cliff­
hanging finale to Dynasty . 
"Well over a 100 million will be tuned into the 
game, the numbers will dwindle as the game gets go­
ing. The position of the game will determine the final 
count , "  said Joseph Mangan , a producer for a leading 
advertising agency , which asked to remain 
anonymous . 
For example if the game is a landslide , the numbers 
will dwihdle . 'But if the game is a close draw , a higher 
percentage of viewers will stay tuned . 
Advertisers fought for the earliest cor:nmercial spots 
because the earlier their spot is , the more viewers it is 
likely to have . 
A 30-second commercial is going for $550 , 000 in 
the 1986 Superbowl . In the 1930's ,  the Rose Bowl 
was built for $50 , 000 less than that . Each second will 
cost about $22 , 000,  a lot of cookies. 
Not many 60 second commercials are being aired at 
the Super Bowl , but one will stand out . 
"Timex will be airing a 60-second waterproof watch 
commercial .  . .  shot underwater , "  Mangan said . The 
commercial was shot underwater in the Red Sea , but 
with some complications.  
"The commercial was shot with people swimming 
around a huge crystal , representing a watch crystal , "  
Mangan said . "An Israeli (gunboat) patrol boat p� ssed 
overhead and broke the crystal . The waves caused 
huge underwater currents , forcing the crystal to 
hreak, " he said . 
· 
Harrison Ford is John Book. 
A big city cop. A small country boy. 
They have nothing in common ... but a murder. 
Other advertising companies sponsoring the Super 
Bowl are MacDonald's ,  Anheuser-Busch,  John Han-
cock Life Insurance , Nissan Cars , and Sears Roebuck •'· '·'· 
and Co. 
While the Super Bowl is "not targeted towards one 
audience , "  more men than women are expected to 
watch , "  said Sally Hunter , vice president and 
associate media director for Leo Burnett , USA. 
Hunter said that according to rumor , NBC kept a 
minute air space for themselves for a "national poddy 
break . "  
Their will b e  "no live commercials this year ,"  Hunter 
said , because media research has shown they don't 
benefit the company,  and can even hurt a company's 
reputation if there is a mishap . 
The timing of what commercials will air and when 
can be decided as late as five minutes before a com­
mercial break . 
For example , if the Chicago Bears are leading when 
it is time for a break , a commercial supporting the � , ., 
Bears might be aired .  •'  ... : 1 
Hunter said sponsoring the Super Bowl is traditional 
for some advertisers , but there are some new adver-
tisers each year . 
While the Super Bowl audience is male-dominated,  
i t  is  not necessarily the same audience that hovers 
around Monday n ight football . . 
Stil l ,  commercials targeted basica)ly for women,  
such as  cosmetics , are not typical air spots for the 
Super Bowl . 
The Super Bowl audience is likely to garner the top 
spot on Sunday's Nielson Ratings . ft should take a ma­
ior percentage of the ratings , putting a big gap 
between it and its rnmpetitors , Hunter said.  
But while millions of viewers will be watching the 
Super Bowl . their will be 'the few , .the privileged, '  who 
can say they didn't cave into social· pressure . 
Today-Friday 
& Saturday ' ' Harrison Ford is Back' ' 
nd: Naked 
Y - Ray Gun 
y -
eational Bones 
you been a 
RAPE -
n help yourself 
nd others 
pport grou p. 
1 581 -341 3 PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRE$ENTS AN EDWARD S. FELDMAN PRODUCTION 
ARRISON FORD · WITNESS · CO-PRODUCER DAVID BOMBYK 
SCREENPLAY BY EARL W WALLACE & WILLIAM KELLEY 
STORY BY WILLIAM KELLEY AND PAMELA WALLACE & 
EARL W WALLACE · PRODUCED BY EDWARD S FELDMAN 
pm{.�_!V,..,PETfli,;;'.�, · � -P���9.U�I_P_I0\!�.E:ft: l��.-��r'-1;!.�:C:."" .... " " " '"'•'•' ._ '�] .: · 
Saturday,  6 : 30 & 9 : 00 p . m .  
Grand Bal lroom 
Adm ission •1 °0 
"Because of the John 
Cafferty Concert, th�re 
will be a special 
Saturday Showing. " 
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DALMATIANS � 
SHOWN NITEL Y 6:30 PM 
SAT./SUN. MATINEE 2:oo•4:0 
----��--������ 
SYLVE STE R STA L LO N E  
TA LIA SH l R E  
B U RT Y O U N G  
ROCKY 
-�,,. IV fPGI 
Clue· 
ITS NOT 
JUST A 
GAME . • .  · 
fPGI �HOWN N ITEL Y 8:20 PM ONL � 
N ITEL Y 7:00 AND 9:00 
SATJSUN AFTERNOON MATINEES 2:30 AND 4:30 
-Jan Herman .  THE DAILY NEWS 
"THE FILM IS 
SCARY . . .  Fast and 
nerve-racking . . . _ . 
Startling !" 
. 
-Janet Masl in ,  THE NEW YORK TIMES 
"I LOVED IT! . .  . 
Wild and scary . .  . 
Gives you 
goosebumps . . .  
A classy thri l ler."  
-Katie Kelly, ABC-TV 
-R-t "'""""'"� - · · 1 111 .... 1.a-.. '191 I , .. 11 . -.1  
FRl./SAT NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 SAT./SUN MAT. 2 :1 0 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THU RSDAY N ITE 5:1 0 • 7 : 1 0 O N LY 
HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEEK ! 
DO U G 'S FATH E R  H A S  B E E N  
S E NTE N C E D  TO D E A  TH 
. 
· I N  A FO R E I G N  C O U N T R Y  . . .  
FRl./SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 • 9:25 SAT./SU N  MAT. 2:00 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 QNL Y 
WHITE N  
BARYSHNIKO 
HINES 
..... ,� COLUMBIA PICTURES 
FRl ./SAT NITE 4:30 • 7:1 0 • 9 :35 SAT./SUN MAT. 2: 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY N ITE 4:30 • 7:1 0 ONL 
� $ A LL S H OWS 2 BEFO R E  6 P. M . 
. DA I LY 
.</re /w,.,· a {i'/u,.,w I linw .reroice. 
( f/,e haR a {i'kMR 2 tlrioem licem1e. 
•<J'1<;et-her f/,f!j '// erceet! the lt/m"tR 
c fi;�'}iiN 1/1 .<l/eoer(<; . %11.r. 
CROWN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES Presents 
A MARIMARK PRODUCTION "MY CHAUFFEUR" 
starring DEBORAH FOREMAN · SAM JONES · SEAN McCL 
PENN & TELLER lalso starring HOWARD HESSEMANI 
and E.G. MARSHALL as WITHERSPOON 
Produced by MARILYN J. TENSER Co.producer MICHAEL 8 
Written and Directed by DAVID BEAIRD 
Director of Photography HARRY MATHIAS R 11•ST111C Edited by RICHARD E. WESTOVER F�·3 uu�:.:�, 
Color by Deluxe & A Crown International Pictures Re 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY N ITE 5:00 • 7:20 • 9: 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE 2:1 5 P 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY N ITE 5:00 • 7:20 
stores bearing gifts 
Bears' long awaited 
per Bowl has fans crazy 
t. 
ania' has fans buying, 
trading Bears 
are reaping the 
'mania. '  
an employee at Coach 
t Chic�go Bears items 
and before Christmas. 
hard time keeping the 
• Puckett said . 
selling a lot of Chicago 
sweatshirts, t-shirts and 
a lot of different stuff . 
and even parents come 
sweat pants that already 
on them and want us to 
, like the word Super 
sweatshirt for exam-
ded . 
Is another store that has 
o Bear mania . 
ms, cassettes , 45's and 
of the Super Bowl shuf­
.posters , framed pictures 
r items for sale , "  
employee Kelly Renkin said .  
Renkin said Osco made its own Bears 
'J>oster to give away to customers . 
"So far we have given away around 
five thousand posters , "  Renkin said . 
An Eastern student , who wouldn't 
give his name for fear of doing 
something illegal , has been selling the 
famous Bears Black-n-Blues Brothers 
posters and running classified adver­
tisements in the Daily Eastern News. 
The student said that he needed a 
few extra bucks , so he and a few friends 
took a stack of the posters from a car 
dealer around the Chicago area and 
decided to sell them .at Eastern . 
The student said that he has sold a lot 
of the posters and that he doesn't feei 
bad since he heard that they sell "for 
$10  to $ 16 dollars on Rush . "  
Sergeant Ken Ramsey of the 
Charleston Police said that he doesn't 
see where the selling of the Bears Black­
n-Blues Brothers posters by the student 
would be against tl)e law . 
"I can't see were it would be against 
the law , unless they were reproducing 
the posters and then selling them,"  
Ramsey said . 
"Someone just saw an opportunity to 
make some money ,"  he said . 
AVE 
on round-trip excursion. Restrictions may apply. 
In part by llllnols Department of Transportation. 
.·Bears-----'f,.....rom page _ l  �8 
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"that's choice . I wonder how many 
:Freudian books Raymond (Berry) had 
:to go through to dig that one up . What jdo they think , we make a habit of being [over confident? That's all I've heard all 
1year . 
· "Fifteen and one speaks for . itself , "  
Hampton noted.  " I  think we've done a 
great job of taking care of business week 
' in , week out . 
Offensive Tackle Jim Covert strongly 
believes that the Bears are taking the 
Super Bowl seriously . 
"We're taking it serious , "  Covert said. 
"Anytime you get to a playoff game like 
this- you know this is the Super Bowl . 
It's not an exhibition game.  
"Every team is  gonna play their 
hardest to. win the game , "  Covert 
noted . "Yeah , we're taking it seriously . "  
However , Covert did agree with 
Hampton that New England . is blowing 
this all out of proportion . 
"I think they just like to roll as ' the 
underdogs and they're going to try to 
say that we're not taking the game 
seriously , but we are-everybody 
knows that . "  
Wide receiver Willie Gault and Con­
erback Mike Richardson ,  viewed the 
Partiots allegations in a different way 
from their teammates . 
"It doesn't make a difference- it's the 
Super Bowl , "  Gault said . 
"We have somewhat of an advan­
tage , but it's a new game- it's the Super 
Bowl , "  he said . "So, you throw out all 
the records, you throw out what hap­
pened the last game , this is a new year 
so to speak ."  
< • 
Gault said the Super Bowl is a special� 
time to work as a tern . -t 
"In this game you throw out personal i 
goals and go for the team goal-which � 
is to win ,"  Gault said . � · 
Richardson noted that ·New England :' 
might be tense because Chicago beat � 
them in the second game of the season . � 
"I think it might be a little bit to do � 
with the fact that we beat them earlier in � 
the season , "  Richardson said . "We � 
might be a little bit relaxed but I think we! 
know what we have to do . "  � 
Richardson did admit ,  however . that � 
he's just a bit tense too . � 
"With a game like this it's hard to � 
relax , "  Richardson said . "But,  I th ink:.. co 
that anytime Buddy Ryan gets together g: 
a game plan it allows you (<.1 relax . · ·  
William "the Refriger:.w,r" �erry said 
the Super Bowl is "the b':;;qeo  game of 
our life , "  adding that he W< • U l r1  have his 
work cut out for him SunJc.1, in New 
Orleans . 
Perry will be up against John "Hog" 
Hannah , who was injured when the 
Bears delivered a 20-7 def eat to the 
Patriots in the second game of the 
season . 
But Jim McMahon , the Bears self­
proclaimed "punky" quarterback ,  said 
he is taking Super Bowl XX as just 
another game . 
McMahon said there is "no reason to 
put any added pressure on yourself' 
and "no reason to get all uptight . "  
However , McMahon said he would 
probably be nervous, but "once the 
game starts , you forget about all that . "  
Check the latest scores 
· i n  the . Sports section 
MATTOON TO CHICAGO 
LEAVE 7:06 AM ARRIVE 10:45 AM DAILY 
6:01 PM 9: 15 PM DAILY 
CHICAGO TO MATTOON 
LEAVE 4:35 PM A1tRIVE 7:37 PM DAILY 
6:45 PM 9:53 PM DAILY 
Amtrak provides you with two easy ways to set 
to the heart of -Chicago - and back again. Just 
choose the departure that's convenlent ' for you. 
Instead of sitting In traffic, you can sit back and 
relax.  Or take a stroll to our .. nack bar If you're 
hungry or thirsty. 
· And our low cost of $24.QO * Is easy on your 
wallet. 
So next time 
you're making -
tracks to the 
Loop, do It with 
Amtrak. 
· 
For Information, 
call your travel 
agent or call  
Amtrak at 
1·800-USA·RAIL. 
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� Friday 
8:00 p.m. I 2-Jack Van lmpe: Escape j ;  the Second Death 
• i  3, 1 5, 1 7-News 
.:! . 9-Bamey Miller 
� 1 0-Newtywed Game & 1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer 
• Newshour � 38-Entertainment Tonight 
• 8:05 p.m. � 5-Mary Tyler Moore 
� 8:30 p.m. 
• 3-PM Magazine � , 9-Bob Newhart 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
5-8anford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 f -Disney's Living Sea 
3, 1 0-Twilight Zone 
9-Movie: "Midnight 
Cowboy. "  ( 1 969) Oscar· 
winning film of a New York 
hustler and a naive young 
Texan. 
1 2-Washington Week in 
Review 
1 7 ,38-Webster 
7:05 p.m. 
5-NBA Basketball 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-Wall Street Week 
1 7 , 38-Mr. Belevedere 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Knight Rider 
3,  1 0-Dallas 
1 2-Great Performances 
1 7  , 38-Diff'rent Strokes 
8:30 p.m. 
1 7-He's the Mayor 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Miami Vice 
3, 1 0-Falcon Crest 
9-News 
1 7-Fall Guy 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:50 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Power Play 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , :1 7-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Trapper John, M . D .  
1 0-Movie: "The People vs. 
Jean Harris . "  ( 1 98 1 ) The trial 
of the Virginia headmistress 
charged with murdering "The 
Scarsdale Diet" doctor. 
1 2-Movie:  "Now, Voyager. " 
( 1 942)  Bette Davis is at her 
best in this superior soap 
opera about a neurotic 
spinster who finds courage 
and romance. 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 0:50 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie: "Newman's Law."  
( 1 97 4)  Action yam with 
George Peppard as a tough 
veteran cop who takes on 
both the underworld and his 
own corrupt colleagues. 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Friday Night Videos 
9-Movie: "Decision Before 
Dawn."  ( 1 95 1 ) Top-rank 
World War I I  thriller .about a 
German who spies for the 
Allies. 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Nightline 
Midnight 
1 7-News 
38-Fame 
1 2:50 a.m. 
5-Night Tracks Continues 
Saturday 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 0-News 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Fame 
1 5-Newswatch Roundtable 
1 7-At The Movies 
38-News 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
5:30 p.m. 
2-This Week in Country 
Music 
3,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-lt's A Living 
1 2-Sneak Previews 
38-Puttin' On The Hits 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-Hee Haw 
3-News 
9-it's A Living 
1 0-Star Trek 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 ?-Greatest American Hero 
38-5olid Gold 
8:30 p.m. 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 2-Doctor Who 
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-Bob Hope 
3,  1 0-Airwolf 
9-Movie:  "Who Is Harry 
Kellerman and Why is He 
Saying Those Terrible Things 
About Me?" ( 1 97 1 )  Dustin 
Hoffman plays a discontented 
folk-rock composer trying to 
come to terms with h imself. 
1 2-Avengers 
1 7 , 38-Redd Foxx 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Centennial 
7:30 p.m. 
1 7 , 38-Benson 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Golden Girls 
slip of the pen.,,.-----. 
lo INSU� A. �� FIT, l'U:a5Y AL.WAYS SIZES 
141� CU!51t>t'IER5 ee:R>Re: l'IAl<INCO, CONCRETE Sl-l:>ES . 
3, 1 0-CBS Reports 
1 2-Movie: "The Women."  
( 1 939) John Ford's account 
of the death of a notorious 
gunman. 
1 7 ,38-Lady Blue 
8:30 p.m • 
2 , 1 5,20-227 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Remington Steele 
1 7  ,38-Love Boat 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Cousteau: Riders of the 
Wind 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie:  "Play Misty for 
Me. "  ( 1 97 1 )  Clint Eastwood 
plays a disc jockey whose · 
most ardent fan is a 
dangerous psychotic. 
9-Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
1 0-Dick Clark's Nitetime 
1 0:45 p.m. 
1 2-David Sus.skind 
1 1 :00 p.m. · 
38-Movie: " Let's Scare 
Jessica To Death" ( 1 9 7 1 )  
infl icts supernatural hap­
penings upon a former mental 
patient at her newly pur­
chased Connecticut farm. 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Police Story 
1 0-Music City U . S.A.  
1 7-Entertainment This Week 
Midnight 
2-Charlie's Angels 
1 5-Puttin' on the Hits 
1 2:30 a.m. 
9-ln Search Of . . .  
1 5-Tales From the Darkside 
1 7-ln Focus 
38-News 
Su nday 
8:00 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Movie: Helen Hayes 
and Bette Davis team in 
"Agatha Christie's ' Murder 
with Mirrors' . "  Hayes again 
plays the doughty and crafty 
amateur sleuth Miss Jane 
Marple; Davis is a veddy blue­
blooded British matron whose 
stepson is .slain .  
1 2-Austin City Limits 
1 7 , 38-Ripley's Believe It or 
Not 
6:05 p;m. 
5-Wrestling 
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Captain Egghead 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
ACROSS IS Spoils 14 The Pineapple 
14 Prove Isle 
17 0ctave 
DOWN 18 Wingy 
1 Lunar area 
5 "The night 
- thousand 
eyes" 1 Jeff's buddy 22 Arthurian lass 2 Noted netman 23 Twosome 9 Outstanding 
13 Exercised 
14 Thirst and 
3 Marsh growth 24 "- Know 
4 Anglo-Saxon Why," Wonder 
letter hit memory 
quencher of 
mythology 
5 Stalkers of tiny 25 Psalms sound 
fish 28 Ammonia 
15 Rating a 10? 
ll Start of a 
Franklin 
quotation 
19 Williams or 
8 Envelope abbr. derivative 
7 Brogan or 27 Hilarity 
sabot 28 Romberg's 
8 Gen. Per- "-- Kiss" 
shing's men 29 Dear deer 
9 Palookalike 30 Eye parts Weems 
20 "-- ear . . .  " 
21 Cotton thread 
22 Actor Richard 
23 "-- Kapital" 
24 Quotation : 
10 Sparks 31 Plume holder? 
11 Chemical 38 Aid for Spade 
Part II 
32 Resign 
33 Poison 
sometimes 
blown from 
guns 
34 Artie's wife, 
once 
35 Reeking 
38 An anagram 
for trace 
38 Some Feds. 
39 Masefield 
heroine 
40 Placket 
41 Moroccan 
capital 
42 Quotation : 
Part I I I  
4 6  Salt 's dir. 
47 Famed 
coloratura 
48 Chimp's cousin 
51 Kind of wit 
53 Men or boys 
58 End of 
quotation 
59 Kett of comics 
60 Perform 
61 Wild plum 
62 Spool 
compound 37 Islet 
12 Printing 38 Shooters 
directive 40 Carols 
1 3  
1 6  
1 9  
32 
35 
39 
42 
56 
59 
62 
2 3 4 
See page 7A for a n swers 
6:30 p.m. 
9-Movie: "John and Mary . "  
( 1 969) Dustin Hoffman and 
Mia Farrow portray a couple 
who meet in a singles bar and 
begin a casual love affair. 
7:00 p.m. 
1 2-Nature 
1 7  , 38-Pros and Cons 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Victory at Sea . "  
( 1 954) TV ' s  prive-winning 26-
part narrative of World War I I  
naval history, compressed 
into feature film length. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Super Bowl Postgame 
8:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Movie : "The Last 
Precinct" harbors an oddball 
assortment of cops who steal 
a sheriff's drug-sniffing dog, 
which winds up on the leash 
of a blind mobster running a 
drug ring . 
3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
38-Movie: "Single Bars, 
Single Women" details the 
longings and the anxieties of 
a n itery's habitues. 
8:30 p.m. 
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
3,  1 0-Murder, She Wrote 
9-News 
1 2-Price 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwell 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
38-Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0 , 1 7-News 
private-eye 
a tangled trai 
blackmail in 
1 7-Movie: • 
ter-Walking 1i 
Svenson re 
No loNGE.R M U'::>T 
MAN 6RICll! 0 v f R. 
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rbowl festivities incl�de shuffling beer . • •  8 : -4 :r • < 
fl 
y be thoughts of bone­
Others may see heroic 
glorious victories . 
Eastern students what 
day means to them and 
get an answer like that of 
ahan who said , "We're 
plenty of Budweiser for 
festivities. By the time 
we should be . pretty 
Eastern student from 
.returning to the "City of 
for the festivities there . 
downtown to the Daley 
uple of cases of brew, "  
Dave Disselhorst , of 
to have a big-screen 
and it should be quite a 
a self-proclaimed Bear's 
he'd like to be in two 
d watch the game here 
, "can't pass up a chance 
heart of the city with all 
and that crazy Picasso. 
That thing's gotta be a Bear's fan!" 
Other Chicagoans, however, aren't 
as lucky as Disselhorst . 
Fifth floor Andrews Reside_nt Assis­
tant Cindy Baum , also a Chicago 
native , said she'd love to go home for 
the game, "but I'm on duty so I'll just 
have to keep my door open , my phone 
close by, and my eyes glued to the 
television . "  
Baum, who's room is adorned with 
Bear's posters and memorabilia , said 
someday she hopes to meet her 
"dream-man" Bear's defensive tackle 
Steve McMichael . 
When asked to describe him Baum 
simply said "wow!" 
At least - one local bar has planned a 
week of Super Bowl parties including a 
Jim McMahon night in which patrons 
were asked to either wear "sunglasses , 
or shave your head . "  
Jerry's Pub,  located beneath Caesar's 
Pizza at the corner of Fourth street and 
Lincoln Ave . ,  planned a week of 
festivities for for students and patrons .  
Jim McMahon night was just one  of 
the highlights . Also included was the 
"Fridge Night" and a Super Bowl party 
culminating on the big day . 
Senior Rich Brown's Super Bowl 
plans aren't quite as extravagant . 
R BOWL SUNDA 
AT 
· Jerry's Pub 
1 Mixed Drin lJ\s 
"I plan on having a beer for every. beating ,  said , "It ain't over till \ h e  rat!_ 
point the Bears score . "  Brown said . "If lady sings ." -4 � 
the game goes the way I planned I Although the outcome of Sunday's� 
should be smashed by half time . "  game cannot b e  assured , one thing can !: 
' Brown said he's been a Bear's fan all be- that "Day of Infamy" will most like-� 
his life and to not party on their first ly be followed by a "Daf of Agony" for! 
super bowl appearance would be "sin- several Eastern fans .  3 
ful . "  That is, let's hope the local drugf 
·Although most fans are predicting a stores are stocked with plenty of aspirin ! 
crushing Bear's victory nothing is in- and Atka Seltzer or some students will =i; 
sured until the fourth quarter horn remember the game not only in their5: 
sounds. minds, but in their stomachs for at least� 
As one Patriot fan ,  who wished to re- a few days . Ir :a 
m
.
ain anonymous for fear of a savage c l(!i!!!!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!!!!l!!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! !!! ee:i' � 
Saturday - 7 : 30 p . m .  
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Eastern I l l i nois 
vs. 
Valpa raiso 
It 's High School 
Cheerleading & 
Porn Pon Night 
Lady Panthers 
vs. 
I ndiana State 
Saturday -:-- 5 :  1 5  p . m .  
' 
Follow the Bears' road to Super Bowl XX 
in The Daily Eastern News sports pages! -
. . 
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Keepi ng Free Presses Free 
I n  honor of · 
Freedom of the 
am pu s Student Press Week, 
Student P u bl ications 
and the Society 
for Col leg iate Jou rna l ists 
i nvite YOU 
to an Open House 
from 2-5 p.m� Friday 
i n  Buzzard ' s  North Gym � 
Ed itors wi l l  be on hand to · 
answer questions. 
·see you there. 
The 
First Amendment 
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Super Bowl dreams keep· fan dev 
� 1 By LORI EDWARDS I News editor . I always dreamed of meetirig the Bears players. When I was a sophomore in high school ,  I wrote a 
poem about Walter Payton . It wasn't the best by 
poetical standards but it increased my desire to want to 
meet anybody associated with the Bears . 
z I've been a Bears fan for a long time.  Maybe too E .; long. 
.r1 I figure there's got to be something wrong with a 
� person who can consistently like losing teams no mat­� ter how bad they are , how bad they look and the 
� humiliation they endure . 
!:: But I've been like this for as long as I can remember . 
e It started with the Cubs when I was four or five years 
� old and gradually continued on to the Bears by the 
� time I was seven . ... I've. always liked sports, but I carried it to an 
obsession with the Bears and the Cubs . 
My friend Jamie and I named her dog Pepi after 
famous Cub first baseman Joe Pepitone . And when 
·my brother and I played football , he was always Dick 
Butkus while I was Doug Buffone . 
It seemed sacriligious at first when Otis Wilson wore 
a jersey with No. 55. I really thought they had retired 
it. (Buffone wore 55; Butkus, 5 1 . )  
I never had a sense of humor when people cut 
down the teams I liked anti they usually had plenty of 
opportunity . 
What made my life doubly worse was growing up a 
half hour away from Springfield , which is Central Il­
linois Cardinal Country_. It's too depressing . 
Most Cardinal fans take a special , secret delight in 
tormenting Chicago sports fans .  It's a fact of life . 
So I turned into one of those fans who pretends it 
just doesn't matter what people think or whether the 
. team wins or loses . Of course it does , but . . .  
Last week, I had my chance . With no one else 
available to go to Champaign where the Bears were · 
practicing to pick up press passes, I was happy to 
oblige . 
It was hard to appreciate trying to act professional 
and ask professional questions when I'd much rather 
ask for. an autograph .  
M y  biggest disappointment was that Payton didn't 
come down for the press conference. As I recall from 
my poem , "my hero's rather shy ."  
Still there were compensations. I got to  see "punky 
QB" Jim McMahon , .Mike "Samurai" Singletary and 
Richard "the Sackman" Dent . 
I always dreamed of a championship season . 
I watched the games this season with wonder, and 
was always afraid of a loss . 
Even when my brother gave up and quit watching 
the Bears during that Monday night humbler in the 
Orange Bowl , ·1 stayed around . Something drove me 
to watch it to the end. It was stupid because it made 
the pain that much more intense . 
But the Bears came through with a National Foot­
ball Conference victory over the Los Angeles Rams 
and my second dream came true . 
I always dreamed of a Super Bowl win . 
Now, I'm waiting and trying not to think . 
"' 
Runningback Walter Payton carries the 
Bear's game. Photo complements of 
Bears . 
Squawk! �IN CO �/'( 
Cheap 
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Cheap 
Cheap 
Bargins 
The Daily Eastern News 
Coupon Bonanza 
Commi0g Soon 
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I I  EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY BOARD PRESENTS ,, 
11 "-\0\)�· JOHN CAFFERTY & 0��;��  �� . ?� 1 1  THE BEAVER BROWN BAND 
II :f' 1.1 � �c .. v�.. WITH SPECI A L  GUEST FLASH KAHAN 
1 1  Friday, Jan. 24, 8:00 PM I I  '�A · Lantz Bldg. Eastern I l l .  Univ. . a.(\�\�· 
-�� · e v  , II  �;.:,)Q (RESERVED S�ATING) �������,�:��&�� 
11 ' �� Lots of Good Seats Still Available so�� \\ . . �[-] E . l . U . Students •6 .00 llltu.,.•v•"••n � . . . . ID  must be pres�nted at concert 
��' ' 
••OHO Public sa . oo Union Ticket Office 
"�' . 
· Weekdays 9-3 PH.  58 1 -5 1 2 2  
� Mazuma and Mr.  Music s:: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - - - - -- - - - -
. ,;,.,.;;,'l' .. 
